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.trymen who are attempting
pp their flocks producing at
Ity will find helpful s-ugtis for homemade poultry
(nent in bulletin 278 of the
Extension Service. Copies
Iree; address requests to the
[sion Service, Orono, Maine.
• • • •
past quarter century has
pt great progress in the efeness with which labor is used
oducing farm crops. During
ist war. it took 248 minutes
irm labor to produce the
at of wheat now produced in
linutes. A reduction in farm
.hewever. is net fully reflectreduced costs. Part of the
formerly done on the farm is
lone by city men who make
ractors, binders and combines,
wheat, for example, New York
rs now produce wheat for 49
at less than they did in 1914lut there has been a reduction
percent in the time spent on
irm to produce a given quanf wheat.
• • • •
until the last very few years,
hus lived in civilizations in
there was net enough to go
d
If you tcok everything
culd produce at a maximum
d vided it among the people
were there ito share it. you
came rut with one answer—
y living standard. Thinking
our capacity to produce, we
that within th? last few yea s
ive left a situation in which
nity has been chained for a
run of centuries. We have
pd a new period in which, if
reduced at max mum capcciapd d v.ded the production
ig tiie people there were to
it. we would come out with
y gcod living standard—a destar.dard for the first time
story Tlie challenge and the
Ls tliat we will learn how to
vith abundance. You and I
jicneers ln an e:a where for
Irst time there is enough to
ound. If we are smart enough
can have a civilization of
we can all be proud. The
head is to distribute what we’ve
ied hew to produce."—From an
ess by Milo Perkins, U S De
cent of Agriculture.
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SOME ARE TALKING PEACE

Cattery E of the 240th Coast Artillery, now stationed at Fort Wil
li.uns, Portland Harbor, as it swung past Rankin Block in the Memorial
Hay parade. Officers leading the unit, which was composed mostly of
Rockland men, are 1st Lieut. Everett K. Mills and 2d Lieut. Bernard Free
man. They were transported hero in new four-wheel drive Army trucks
(•specially to take part in Rockland’s observance of Memorial Day.

The memorial sendees for the Spanish War dead at Gay Park during
the Memorial Day parade. On the right may be seen the veterans of the
Spanish War standing with heads bared in respect to their comrades who
have answered the last muster. On the right are the massed colors of
Rockland’s patriotic organizations.
—Photos by Cullen.

Mr. Broadbent Calls

The Tax On “Cig?”
Two Cents a Package and
It Will Go For Old Age
Assistance

Tells Of An Uncomfortable
Christmas At a
Florida Beach

Maine smokers found a little blue
stamp Sunday cn each package of
cigarettes they purchased, indicat
ing that the State had started col
lecting a two-cent-a-pack tax for
old age assistance.
The stamp, pasted on the bottom
of each package and considerably
smaller than the Federal stamp on
tlie same pack, bore the State seal
and the explanatory: "State of
Maine, Cigarette Tax, Two Cents.”
Wholesalers place the stamps on
the packages.
State Legislators, who passed the
tax bill in April, hoped it would pro
vide $1,300,000 each year to defray
the costs of giving old age assist
ance to 17.000 persons.
Cigarette dealers and vending
machines must be licensed under
the law, retail dealers paying $1
and wholesalers $25 for an annual
license.

Tlie editorial sanctum had a very
welcome visitor yesterday in the
person of S. Newton Broadbent, for
mer New York newspaper man,
whese present home is Port Clyde,
deserting it only long enough to
spend an occasional Winter in
Florida.
The past season found him at
Sarasota Beach in company with his
younger son J. H. Broadbent and
the latter’s family.
The Broadbents had an undesir
able caller Christmas Day in the
form of a hurricane which sent the
Atlantic Ocean tumbling in upon
their abode. When they awoke
next morning the lawn had been de
nuded of its shrubbery, and in its
place, right to the door, was
solid carpet of white sand. The
water was lapping at the floor
boards, and the inmates were on the
point of joining the other cottagers

who had taken to a higher level.
But the elements finally relented,
and the lessees of the cottage spent
the remainder of the season undis
turbed by the uncomfortable thrills
such as this occasion gave.
Mr. Broadbent’s son, above re
ferred to, is purchasing agent for

YOUNG’S LOBSTER CO.
TILLSON AVENUE. ROCKLAND, ME.

OPENING TODAY
SMALL LOBSTERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib
FINEST SELECT LOBSTERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib

20c
28c

A company owned and operated by Lobster Fishermen

TWOl-VEEDOL service station
NEXT NORTH OF STRAND THEATRE
NOW BEING OPERATED BY

GEORGE W. WOOD
Tydol-Veedol Products

Greasing a Specialty

lal yet authentic words
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the trail blazing men

ANNOUNCEMENT

“Patent" — carries

|he Golden Ago of the
love them, too.
bnted, with many addi-

Two Democratic Senators—Clark of Idaho and Johnson
of Colorado—have renewed their proposals that the United
States take the lead in attempting to negotiate peace in
Europe—honorable peace, of course. Such a move may not
be popular at this time as the idea seems to prevail that
there shall be no cessation of war until Herr Hitler has been
soundly trounced. We must regretfully admit that this highly
desirable accomplishment seems a long way off as the crumbling
of nations goes forward with undiminished ferocity to say
nothing of the financial famine which faces the world in
general. Great Britain continues to spurn the bare sugges
tion of a peace treaty, and Uncle Sam s loyalty to the war
ring forces of the ‘‘tight little isle" has shown not the slightest
indication of wavering.
But the situation is one not calculated to inspire either
optimism or bravado. The British have been driven from
France, from Greece and from Crete, and while the danger
of an invasion of England itself appears to wait upon Ger
many’s "mopping up" process in other lands, there Is the
unpleasant prospect of what may happen at Suez. As badly
as we hate the Germans all of us must admit that they are
indomitable and resourceful, apparently ready to stop at
nothing until the ambition of this man Hitler is realized.
America will be in the war, and win or lose, must necessarily
share, on the sea, at least, some of the losses which Great
Britain has been experiencing since the war began. The
situation is an alarming one, look at it courageously as we
may, and that somebody has considered or even suggested the
proposition of peace should perhaps surprise nobody. Here
Ls a suggestion for the Gallup Poll—that it learn what per
centage of the people are willing to give ear to such an idea.

HUGHES TO RETIRE

B.ds on orders for 300 000 casts
of sardines for England under
iease-’.end previsions have been
a ked of Maine packers by Federal
Commodities Corporation repre
sentatives.

id continues down the

REVIVAL OF WELT SHIPYARD

Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER

WANT OUR SARDINES

fnobscot.

THREE CENTS A COFT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 3, 1941

In accordance with the will of the late Miss

Lucy C. Farnsworthj the homestead at No. 21
Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public
on Wednesday, June 4, from. 10 A. M. to

2 P. M.

Admission $1.00.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Trustee

MAINE
85-66

The press despatches tell of the retirement of Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes from the Supreme Bench dur
ing the Summer, an event which will lose to this nation one
of the ablest jurists who ever sat there. Older readers will
recall that Justice Hughes came within the proverbial ace
of being elected President of the United States. His defeat
did not mean his disappearance from national life, however,
thanks to his early appointment to the Supreme Bench. This
country can ill afford to lose men of his caliber.

WHY BUILD BATTLESHIPS?

(Portland Sunday Telegram)
If a battleship costing millions of dollars can be sunk
by an airplane costing only a few thousands of dollars, why
bother to build battleships? People ask this question more
and more frequently. It seems rather absurd, to the average
landsman, no doubt, to spend lavishly, of time and money, to
build a floating fortress which a flying fortress (or even a
flying fighter plane, carrying a torpedo “stinger", can sink
in a matter of minutes.
Last week in the North Atlantic Great Britain’s mighty
battle cruiser Hood was destroyed by a lucky hit from one of
the 15-inch guns of the swift, new Nazi battleship (Bismarck.
Yet the Bismarck herself was sent to the ocean bottom, three
days afterward, by British men o’ war which rushed up to
administer the coup de grace after the Bismarck had been
crippled by torpedoes dropped from English planes.
Why build battleships, then, since planes can sink them?
Best answer would seem to be the fact that Germany herself,
for all her vaunted air power, still labors furiously to build
battleships with which to batter at the British sea blockade.
The Bismarck and her sister ship, the Tirpitz, were com
pleted late in 1039 and at that time the Nazis were known to
have at least two other, and larger, battleships building.
Moreover, the planes which crippled the Bismarck were
flown from the British aircraft-carrier Ark Royal, from a
point fairly near the scene. Probably the day is not far
distant when long-range bombing planes will be capable of
flying across the Atlantic and baclPon a single fuel load. But
that day is yet to come.
There is still work for the heavily-armored battleship to
do. If Germany could sink the Koval Navy by employing
planes alone. Germany would not be building battleships at
this moment; German planes would have sunk the Royal
Navy early in September, 1939, obviously.
We shall need bombing planes—long-range, heavy load
carrying capacity bombers—in vast numbers, to be sure.
Meanwhile, there remains sea power to be built up and main
tained. We shall build ours, as others are building theirs,
determined not to relinquish the superiority we hold in this
field until it can be conclusively proved that the super
bomber of the future can meet and vanquish the heavy battle
ship. anywhere, on any sea. That day has not dawned as yet.

The Welt shipyard in Waldoboro
idle for 40 years since the last
of a famous fleet of sailing ves
sels was launched there, is again
being put In commission, and with
powerful financial backing is al
ready in the market for govern
ment or private contracts. The
preliminary work, looking toward
the building of a large modern
plant, provided with modem equip
ment began yesterday.
The shipyard has been acquired
from Roland A. Genthner by a
new corporation known as the W.
Scott Carter Shipbuilding Com
pany, whose announced purpose is
to engage in a general shipbuild
ing business.
It has a capital stock of $50,000

and in the preliminary stages has
the following officers:

President—W. Scott Carter of
Friendship.
Vice Presddent and Treasurer—
Russell S. Cooney of New York.
Corporation Clerk—Charles T.
Smalley of Rockland.
Directors—The above officers.
Prominently identified with the
permanent organization, it is un
derstood, will be Carroll T. Cooney
of New York and S. C. Hemingway
of Syracuse. Success of the en
terprise was answered by tlie affilia
tion with tihe movement of the
Cooney. Carroll T. Cooney is
prominently identified with New
York lumber interests as presi

dent of the Cconey, Ekstein Com
pany, and incidentally is a for
mer Yale football star. Several
years ago he showed his good will
toward the town which is his Sum
mer home, through the erection
of Waldo Theatre, one of the finest
and1 best equipped motion picture
houses in New England. Russell
S. Cooney is of the well known
New York investment firm of
Hopper Bros. & Co., and a brother
of Carroll T. Cooney.
Associated with these men of
wealth and influence, in this new
enterprise, is S. ,C. Hemingway
of Syracuse, president and trea
surer of the H. C. Hemingway
Company canners and packers, op
erating several factories in New
York State.
W. Scott Carter who will man
age the shipyard has been a resi
dent of Friendship for 35 years,
and brings to the new concern the
reputation of being one of the
most successful boatbuilders in
New England having constructed
several fine yachts and many com
mercial craft.
The town of Waldoboro may
well congratulate itself upon hav
ing such a successful set-up, and
prospects of the revival of an in
dustry which once made tlie town
famous in .shipbuilding annals.
The affairs incidental to the
favoring of the new corporation
were conducted in the law offlee
of Charles T. SmaUey.
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The Black Cat

Murray Ames Loses His Life In An
Attempt To Save Raymond Tolman Who
Had Fallen Overboard
Raymond Tolman, 45, and Mur
ray Ames, 17, were drowned at
Matinicus yesterday
afternoon,
while a spectator, Miss Rose Demmons, looked on helplessly from
the shore. Notified by her. Lavon
Ames, father of one of the vic
tims; and Carl Young went to the
scene in the former's power boat,
and recovered the two bodies.
The Ames boy lived' for a few
seconds after being brought ashore,
but an hour’s effort with the resu9citator brought from Rockland
by Medical Examiner H. J. Weis
man and Captain James H. Gray
of the Central Fire Station, failed
to revive him.
Just what happened when the
tragedy occurred will never be
known. Miss Demmons said she
saw the two men in a punt row

Mother Double Main
Park Street Arena Man
agement Packs Great

Punches For Friday Night

The other four-rounder will show
Battling Baker, another soldier

boy from the Fort, meeting an
other local youth in Chummy
Skinner, both boys are green and
have

dynamite

in

both

hands.

(By The Roving Reporter)
I am indebted to Mrs. James East
of 24 Maple street for graduation
programs of the classes of 1868 and
1880, Rockland High School. The
members of the former class were
Marcia W. Farwell (salutatory),
William B. Ludwig, Cora E Farrow,
Austin H. Hills, Helen A. Butler,
Helen R. Hewett, Everett A. Jones,
Frederika B. Bond, Albert A Keene,
Mary C. Tyler, Florence A Rankin,
John P. Tyler, Helen M. Torrey,
George E. Torrey, Nannie I Bur
bank and Lottie B Young.

The class which graduated 12
years later had as its motto “Fortiter, Fidelitar, Feliciter.” The par
ticipants were: Harry O. Gurdy,
salutatory; Emma F. Smith, history;
Lenora S. Jameson, Florence L.
Pendleton, Seth F. Lovejoy, Lucy
E. Thomas. Hattie A. Kenniston,
Janet J. Mehan, Harry E. Brcwn,
Lulu F. Jones, Rose A Harrington,
Hattie E. Orbeton, Hattie M Bird,
Ida A. Otis, Susie M Smith pro
phecy, Henry F Thurston, valedic
tory.

kindly move his car to a certain
parking place on Union street Eddie
promptly consented to do so. After
the car had 'been taken to the In
dicated place the obliging patrol
man chanced to look back at lt,
and saw that the auto had 1940
number plates. He knows now why
the inan wanted him to move it oft
the main stem.

Were the old-time
minstrels’
“clappers” made of sparerlbs?—Ed
Pointer in the Boston Globe.
Yes, but tlie kind I tried to use
were made from corned beef bones
if I remember rightly. In any event
Ed , you should come down to
Rockland and hear Howard Crock
ett play 'em.

A Jay See’s four boys who sold
eggs have had the local mathema
ticians scratching their heads. Miss
Eva M Rogers thinks this is the
answer:
First boy—10 dozen eggs at lc
dozen, 10c; second boy—1 dozen eggs
at lc dozen, lc; 2 melons at 3c each,
6c; 1 pail at 3c, 3c; total 10c; third
boy—4 dozen eggs at lc dozen, 4c;
It wasn’t a very complete address 1 melon at 3c, 3 c; 1 pall at 3c, 3c;
but a letter directed “Pownal State total, 10c; fourth boy—7 dozen eggs
ing ashore from Telman's lobster School” reached a former Tenant’s at lc dozen, 7c; 1 melon at 3c, 3c,
smack. Suddenly one fell over Harbor woman without delay.
total 10 c.
board, and tlie other leaped into
You can’t eat too much sauer Three motor cars were in collision
the water in an apparent attempt
kraut.
Nobody has tliat much cu at Bath Monday, all because the
to save him. The punt was cap
bic
capacity.
—Ed Pointer in the driver of the head vehicle tried to
sized. The drowning occurred in
avoid hitting a pheasant which was
Boston
Globe.
about four fathoms of water, and
in the highway. Such an exhibi
Try
a
sprinkling
of
sugar
on
it
within 100 yards of the shore for
and maybe you will order another tion of humanity Ls in striking con
which the boat was headed.
trast to the legalized slaughter of
Dr. Weisman rendered a ver keg.—Rockland Courier-Ghzette.
these innocent birds each Fall.
Personally we’d sooner eat tlie
dict of “accidental death by
keg than kraut with a sugar-coat Anything which will tend to
drowning.”
ing
—Small Packages.
lessen tlie labor of cutting grass or
The bodies were brought to this
trimming
weeds, is calculated to win
Sauer-Kraut,
logically,
ought
to
city by Undertaker A. F. Russell
blessings from all who are called
be
as
much
out
of
fashion,
these
late last night.
upon to do such work. Comes now
Mr. Tolman was a son of Charles days, as Jap toys.—Lewiston Jour tlie "gras-shaver,” a super-sickle
and Edith Tolman. He is mar nal.
edged with razor blades, which re
But in tlie words of a modern quire no sharpening.
ried, and his wife was working
in Rockland when the news of the song “we don’t talk about that.”^The Black Cat has just returned
tragedy came. Another member of when we are In Waldoboro.
from a lcng journey—its picture at
the Ames family, John Ames, was
One of the most accommodating least, adorned the envelope con
drowned about two years ago.
cops in the Universe is Eddie In- taining a letter sent from La Paz,
graham of the Rockland police | Bolivia, by Captain William H.
third man in the ring will be the force, so when a stranger
asked Wincapaw. Nothing to match that
former idol of the ring, Bud Fish
him the other day if he would feline in South America.
er.
Admission for the ladies and
A school of instruction for Disgents, 65 cents, reserved, $1.10, |
ALMOST A BLACKOUT
; trict 12, O.EB., with Mrs. Elea
children, 30 cents. Come early
and get your seats, as this scrap
Electric lights blaze through nor Gregory of Vinalhaven D. D.
should be a sell-out. Reserved
out the business district and in G. M., will be held in thia city
many honles today as the result
seats on sale at Walsmley’s drug
of
the peculiar atmospheric con June 17, at 10.30. Golden Rod
store as usual, tel. 1204.
dition which has darkened the j Chapter will be hostess, and the
sky in a most striking manner. Worthy Grand Matron Ella Pick
An odor, as of a forest fire, is
very distinct, and that is the ett and other grand offleera will
probable cause, although there be present. The degrees of the
is no definite information as to order will be exemplified by the
where the fire is, of was, located. officers of Marguerite Chapter of
One report says Boothbay Har Vinalhaven.
1
bor, and another says Lewiston,
r
but Harold W. Look quotes a man
a
Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
coming from Addison as saying
will
meet Wednesday night, when
that a similar condition is preva
L
. A.
lent there. The humorists lay sunshine bags and aprons are to
it to Hitler. There have been
be.in at that time.
dark days before, and the world
did not come to an end.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM

DOUBLE DROWNING AT MATINICUS

The main events Friday night
will show Everett Ladd of Fort
Williams, meeting the fast moving
Mike Green of Lewiston. Ladd a
great puncher, who showed at the
Arena several weeks ago, on short
notice, is coming here this time
in the best of shape, on a "no
fight, no pay” basis, Green is one
of the best bo come out of the
Lewiston stable. This bout should
be a slugfest from the opening
bell.
The other main will show the
lad who put up such a great
battle against Jimmy Cook, K. O.
Brierly meeting the boy who fought
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
,
a thrilling battle in Augusta, sev
The British Labor party has voted overwhelmingly
eral weeks ago in the person of
against negotiated peace.
Maurice Beauchene of Brunswick.
Chief Justice Charles E. Hughes has resigned from the
Beauchene a clever boxer should
U. S Supreme Bench, effective July 1.
give “K. O.” a very busy evening.
Another draft call will be issued next month. New Eng
In the next bout of four rounds
land will be called upon to furnish less than 3000.
fans will see that fast boy whose
Lou Gehrig, former Yankee first baseman, is dead.
former home was in this city, now
Seventeen labor unions have voted to go back to work in
of Portland, Eddie Butts, meeting
the Bethlehem shipyards in California.
our local pride, Al Wooster. Butts
who showed here last week, and
made many friends by his brilliant
Rockefeller Center, Inc., located at Broadbent, but the United King showing against Reynolds, now
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. An dom will eventually be triumphant.” going to swap punches with Al.
Al. who had to be away last week,
other son, H. Newton Broadbent is
is going to send this boy home a
IN
THE
ARMY
NOW
division manager of the Metropoli
loser,
so he says.
Sheridan
B.
Billings,
Jr.,
of
Deer
tan Life Insurance Company, in
charge of the Bureau of Records Isle, and John R. Harlow of 12
and Files, in New York. Both are Talbot avenue, Rockland, have
young men of exceptional executive been accepted at the Bangor Army
qualities and have earned the high Recruiting Station and have been
regard of the two highly influen forwarded to Portland. Billings
tial corporations which they rep is expected to be assigned to the
45th Bombardment group, light, at
resent.
Mr. Broadbent, senior, Is still op Manchester. N. H., while Harlow
timistic concerning Great Britain is expected to be forwarded to
in spite of being thrice routed. “It Jefferson. Missouri, for duty with
may also lose Suez,” says Mr. the air corps.

Issue

Waldoboro Happy Over Prospects Of
New Industry Backed By Financiers

SHIPBUILDING REVENUE

Maine’s capacity for building ships is being turned to
good account in the present emergency. According to the
Maine Development Commission shipyards from Eastport to
Kittery will have turned out the present year 10O craft for
Uncle Sam, representing an expenditure of $235,000,000.
Yards long in disuse will again know the sound of the hammer
and there is reason to believe the activities will continue for
some years.

TuESOtf

On Recruiting Duty

*

Sunday’s meeting of Comrades of
the Way was given over to the elec
tion of officers. Chosen were: An
son Olds, chief comrade John;
Barbara Lamb, chief comrade
Mary; Byron Keene, chaplain;
Grace Bowley, secretary; Ruth
Spear, treasurer; Ruth Emerv,
pianist; Bickford Sylvester, watener at the gate; Carol Hall, program
chairman;
committee,
Barbara
Lamb. Grace’ Bowley, Polly Spear;
Louise Smith and Margaret John
son, refreshment committee. All
officers are asked to meet at the
church Sunday at 2.30 with their
parts learned, for a brief rehearsal
in preparation for the visit of Rev.
Rounds and his group fom Lew

Corporal Charles Blaisdell of
the Army Base Hospital at Fort
Devens. Mass., son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Blaisdell of Rockland. Mr.
Blaisdell enlisted in the Army
Medical Corps last October and is
at present assigned to recruiting
duty at Manchester, N. H.
His iston.
present assignment is concerned
It is noted with pleasure in Rock
with the preliminary examination
land
where Dr. Frederick T. Hill
of recruits at the recruiting sta
of
Waterville
is so well known that
tion at Manchester,
he
was
honored
at Atlantic City
—Photo by Cullen
recently with election to the

This bout alone should keep the
fans on edge from bell to bell.
There will be one other bout to
WjC.T.U. meets Friday with Mrs. treasury of the National American
start the evening’s entertainment.
Larj’ngological Association.
TYxis show will start at 9 and the Fred Kittridge.

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read aoms
poetry and liaten to aome mualc at
least once a week —
‘
The low
of ____
tastes la a Iom of happlnees.—Charles
Darwin

HE WHOM A DREAM
HATH POSSESSED
He whom a dream hath peweowed
knoweth no more of doubting.
For mist and the blowing of winds
and the mouthing of words he
scorns.
No sinuous speech and smooth he
hears, but a knightly shouting.
And never conies darkness down, yet
he greeteth a million morn*.
He whom a dream hath possessed
knoweth no more of roaming,
All roads and the flowing of waves
and the speediest flight he
knows.
But wherever his feet are set hto soul
ls forever homing.
And going he comes. and coming he
heareth a call and goes.
He whom a dream hath possessed
knoweth no more of sorrow.
At death and the dropping of leaves
and the fading of sun he imlles,
For a dream remembers no past and
takes no thought of a morrow.
And staunch amid seas ot doom a
dream sets the ultimate Isles.
He whom a dream hath po as eased
treads the Impalpable marches
From the dust of the day's long road
he leaps to a laughing star,
And the ruin of worlds that faU hs
views from eternal arches.

Md1 gowen ecard *n * °B*h’

1

—sheamua Obbsal «

Every-Other-Day
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MEMORY MAN PAYS TRIBUTE

The Courier-Gazette
-TTMM-A-WKEK

For thou hast girded me with
strength unto the battle.—Ps. 18:
38. ‘

Book Review

To a Former Knox County Sheriff and His
Wife, Popular In Grange Circles

(By K. S. F.)

Captain Paul. Author, Commande r Edward Ellsberg.
Publishers
Dodd, iMead & Company, New York
There arc some characters which
stand out with special prominence
in the history of that turbulent
time, the years of the American
Revolution And John Paul Jones
this brilliant author has saved for
posterity in a remarkably clear
story and picture cf his courageous
and valiant efforts in the making
of America.
There is no doubt in the minds of
historians that he was of the great
est inspiration to thousands in his
day for High courage.
There are many books in our book
cases on the history and making of
America, some dull and lifeless,
others brilliant and full of flavor-ous juices of inspiration. Captain
Paul stands taut in hi* thrilling
pulls at the heart-strings of our
patriotic admiration. No reader for
informative knowledge should pass
this compelling history anent our
most picturesque character.
Commander Ellsberg brings to
his story the vividness and power
which belongs to these turbulent
years in our progress, with lessons
to be learned by the hesitant mod
ern politician who holds back be
cause the times seem not ripe for
aggressive and heroic force.
It’s most refreshing to hark back
to the romantic shadowy events of
merchantmen, pirates and slave
days and see how they compare
with the wholesale rape of coun
tries In Europe today by modern
Ravens of greed.
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Summer Resident of Christmas

Cove Speaking In Maine

“Standards of Water Quality,”
the subject to be presented by
Prof. Gordon M. Fair of the Har
vard Graduate School of Engineer
ing this week at the Federal En
gineering Defense School for water
works employees, fire department
and public cffirials, will be con
sidered from both emergency and
normal routine angles. He will
speak at Augusta tonight, Auburn
Wednesday, Portland Thursday
and Kennebunk Friday.
Born in South Africa in 1894.
Prof. Pair has a background of
extensive training at Werner
Siemens Gymnasium at Berlin.
Germany; Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and Harvard. He
served1 in the Canadian Expedi
tionary Forces in the World War.
and in 1921 was assistant director
of sanitation fcr the League of
Red Cress Societies, Geneva,
Switzerland.
He is a Summer resident of
Maine, having a home at Christ
mas Cove. He combines the prac
tical and the technical in his worit,
and his lectures this week will be
of interest in presenting emergency
and routine situations.

mb

The late “Del” Tolman and wife, whose popularity in Grange circles
Is described by Iree Member. Mr. Tolman is wearing the tall hat and
cockage which distinguished a sheriff in those days when Court was in
session.

a bunch of ycung players would
I had only a “howdy-do'’ ac fill the 'bill and wanted me to try
quaintance with Titus of Union. it. I told him that I doubted If I
Duffy of Camden and Sprague of could satisfy the dancers as I had
Vinalhaven and knew Scott Co- : no practical experience. He bore
bum of Warren when I saw him. j down hard, however and1 said he
but I don't remember bhat I ever j would take a chance if I would and
would pay me $1.25 per job. I was
spoke to him.
Del Tolman, however, was a man earning small wages and wanted
I knew well. When I was* in my every dollar I could garner, and
early teens Del lived on his farm with some misgivings, I agreed to
at The Meadows and raised all give it a trial. I get Luther Smith,
sorts of garden truck. I used to then a youngster who was studying
enjoy his writings in the farm piano, wrote a lot of music, had
papers. He explained how to plant one rehearsal and, with Harry
and raise everything* in the vege- Dean as fiddler, we tackled the job.
table and fruit l'ne .and did a fine | It was new work for all cf us but
job of it. He was a very’ smooth , the music made a hit right off the
writer. He lived on one side of j bat.
Dodges Mountain and I lived on ; Harry Dean was, I think a
the other, but I used to get over I brother to Lizzie. He didn’t play
there a lot to call on Eddie and : regularly and’ soon Luther and I
May and listen to Del. He was' played for most of the dances.
Luther was talented and I enjoyed
a good talker.
Lizzie, Del’s wife, was one of the playing with him. He entered the
finest women I ever knew. Later, employ of Fuller & Cobb soon
when she and Del both attended afterward and is still one of the
meetings of the Pleasant Valley- most efficient cleiks on Main
Grange, she was one cf the best street .
I played several seasons for
loved members. When Del launched
his ship cn the political sea Lizzie Pleasant Valley dances and big
was chief mate, and to her much crowds of dancers attended. My
credit was due fcr the success of pay was gradually raised until we
all got the “going wage of $3 per
the political voyage.
What a time the opposition had , man until midnight. I don t know
in breaking up the “Court House | hew many years I furnished music
Ring!” Del Tolman was popular fcr Pleasant Valley Grange but it
with his cwn fellow Democrats. | must have been something like 20.
not only, but was well liked by I owe my first paid jeto to Del Tolmost of the party which opposed ) man anyway.
him. He was a hard fighter but
Obadiah Gardner and Cora, his
not given to mudslinging.
wife, were frequently on the floor
Del started Iree on his dance I and ”Obe,’’ as he was generally
playing journey. The first dollar called, had cne favorite Hornpipe
I ever earned playing for a dance which he requested for “The Lady
was paid me by Del Tolman. He of the Lake.” I named it “Gard
was head cf a committee appoint ner's Favorite” and always played
ed by Pleasant Valley Grange. Del it when Obe was on the floor. He
name to me while I was still strug liked it a lot.
gling to lick a clarinet. He told me
Speak.ng of Obadiah, be was a
the Grangp planned to run a series smooth performer in Grange dccf dances that Winter and he was g-;ee work. Tiie ritual for every
locking for somecne who could degree rolled frem his tongue like
play a good job. but who would go enormous public debt does from the
easy on the price. He figured that back of “F. D. R.” and I neyer

(By Iree Member)

heard him make a slip but once.
He was giving a bunch of us the
fifth degree work and at one point
This Was Submitted To
he gave us a sentence frem the
Students of Morse High
fourth degree ritual.
School, Bath
For anyone to memorize every
Here is the final set of answers
word contained in the several de
grees used in the Grange is a re in the information test:
markable feat and I always mar- J 76. Office cf Production Man
veled when Obadiah went through agement.
the job without a hitch. On this, I 77. In Greece.
the only time I ever knew him to ■
78 A closing in or nipping Eke
slip up, he was not long in sensing '
a pair of pincers.
that he was out of order and the
way he handled the situation j 70. Two frigid, two temperate
proved him a master in more ways , zones, and the torrid zone.
89. Twelve months counted as
than cne. He paused, smiled a
a
year in financial operations.
whimsical smile and said, “lm
wrong—the first time I was ever : 81. Formulation of mortality
wrong in my life." We smiled, in tables.
wardly, respected him more, if pos
82. Secretary.
sible, than ever before and the
83. Mt. Sinai.
rest of the program went off with
84. Stars and Stripes Forever,
out a hitch. Obadiah Gardner was Sousa.
an able man.
85. Alaska-Hawaii.
His wife, Cora, was one of th?
86. Jan.
20.
Constitutional
best loved Masters the Grange Amendment XX.
ever had. I think I can say, with
87. Iron and Steel factories.
out detracting one iota from the
88. Paderewski.
credit due the many flne Masters
89. The Port of Athens.
Pleasant Valley Grange has had.
90. 65.25.
that Cora Gardner and the late
91. 26 2-3 miles per hour.
Reuben Thorndike were about the
92. Nevada.
best loved and most popular Mas
93. Asia.
ters the Grange ever had..
94. Iceland.
I was a member for many years
95. Abraham Linccln.
and remember that I was selected
96 Boy Scouts.
one night to be the defense counsel
97. Benjamin Franklin.
in a mock trial. Jud* Putnam was
98. Chopin.
tried for stealing a can of milk.
99. (a) Department store, (b)
Imagine my consternation when I Paint mfg.. (c) Soaps and cos
was informed that Frank Miller metics. <d) Marine insurance..
was to try the case for the State!
ICO. 2-3.
I was licked before the trial even
started. I did1 the best I could, but
you can imagine what Prank did
to me! Why, when Frank got
through I believed Jud stole the
News items from all of the Pa
milk and was glad when they sen
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
tenced him. And I was his coun
here.
sel!
I was like the judge in a moun
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchen
tain town. A man was being tried bach, Mrs. Fannie Waltz, Mr. and
for stealing a h06s. or some such Mrs. Ernest Boggs and son Frank.
crime. The counsel for the State Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry, Mrs.
presented the State’s case and H. E. Wentworth and Mrs. Mildred
when the counsel for the defense Duswald and Mrs. Ralph Stevens,
arose the judge told him that he members of Meenhahga Grange
needn’t bother to defend the man.
of Waldoboro visited Edgecomb
‘He’s guilty as h—11, he thun
Grange Saturday night.
Capt.
dered.
Ralph Pollard was the guest speak
“Well, I stand on my rights and er A program was furnished by
insist on presenting my defense ’ the visiting members. Mrs. Pol
said the defense lawyer.
“All lard accompanied Capt. Pollard to
right," said the judge. “Go ahead Edgecomb.
but it won’t do any good. Hurry
• • • •
up, so I can pronounce sentence."
Transportation has been arranged
The defensce counsel proceeded for the meeting June 14 of Limerock
and when he had finished the Valley Pomona Grange at Vinalha
Judge banged the table with his ven. The boat will leave the Public
gavel and shouted, "Turn that Landing in Rockland at 9 a. m.
man loose! He is innocent and.
The Aid-a-bit Club will be enter
this court so finds him!”
tained Thursday by Mrs. Nellie Hall
I knew that Jud was innocent at the Lufkin cottage at Crescent
but Frank convinced me that he Beach. Members will furnish either
was guilty. We should always cake or sandwiches and take a
stay in our class. A lay man has nickel. All Grangers are invited.
no chance to win when pitted
Memorial services will be con
against a professional, in any line. ducted tonight at Pleasant Valley
Grange—the last meeting of the
Spring session.

Information Test

GRANGE CORNER

ROCKLAND'S NEW HOMES

’H
1

|«|
R

The house being built on Benner Hill by Albert Levensaler. He con
structed the house himself, drawing the plans and doing the carpentry
alone.

TALK OF THE TOWN
The Dorcas Club members were
cut fcr a view cf the beauty of
June in Knox County yesterday,
guests of Mrs. Elmer Bird in her
car.
U. S. S. Grayson, a destroyer,
arrived yesterday afternoon, pre
sumably for trial. Painted a very
dark gray she attracted more than
ordinary attention.

Alvin S. Gray was in Municipal
Court yesterday, cnarged with single
sale. He was fined $2CO and costs
and sentenced to two months in jail. land.
He appealed, and $500 bail was fur
Mrs. Florence Cousins of Isle au
nished.
Haut visited Friday with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Amy Hutchinson and
Visiters to the airport now under grandson, Terrance Wayne at Mar
construction cn the Asli Point road garet Hutchinson’s Nursing Home.
are amazed at the amount of work
Mrs. Vicna Kenney of Soutli Port
which has already been done. The land Ls guest of relatives here.
"port” is very much in embryo at
Alvin Lord has been passing a few
the present time but the heavy ma days at his home ln Hermon.
chinery and large crew o men are
Mrs. Dudley Wakefield has re
“making the fur fly.”
turned from Castine Hospital.

In the schcol league this after
noon Camden plays in Rockland,
and Thomaston plays in St. George.
Waterfront Ripples: Increased
Rockland and Thomaston are still activity cn the waterfront heralds
running neck and neck as Thom the “gcod cld Summer time,” as
aston lost to Lincoln last Thursday. each day sees more boats going into
the harbor. Among them are Capt.
This is Masonic week: Rockland
Lawrence Hamlin's Yo-Ho, A. CLodge tenight, Aurora Lodge (witli
Chambers’ 18-foot sailboat, Bob
work cn the Entered Apprentice de
Hills' Cuckoo, Richard Spear's sail
gree) Wednesday night; King Solo
boat, Capt. Vesper Packard launched
mon’s Temple Chapter Thursday
his power cruiser “Pal O’ Mine"
night, and King Hiram’s Council
Sunday. Richard Havener's Black
Friday night.
Cow will be sailed by Jud Crouse
and
Donald Crouse till Dick gets cut
Huntley-Hil! Post, V.F.W. meets
Friday right at 8 o'clock, and all of the Army. Capt. Guy Lermond
members of the State encampment has put his speedy Seawolf into con
committees (Post and Auxiliary) are dition fcr the season, and recently
requested to be present at 8 o'clock tcok a ride in Ivan Rachliff's launch
as pictures will be made cf the com formerly one of Capt. Lucien
mittee members for the program Green’s boats. Capt. Alwin French
has bought a 40-foot raised deck
book.
cruiser from Friendship, and it is
Lieut. Francis J. McAlary, who now anchored in Lermond Cove,
has been spending the holiday and and x .anders’ launch is also an
week-end with his parents, Mr. and chored in Lermond’s Cove. Capt.
Mrs. Allan F. McAlary, went yester Peter Harper has given his twoday to Washington, D. C. to report masted schooner “Bloomer” a com
as a reserve officer at the office plete overhauling and is ready for
cf the Quartermaster General for business. The Bloomer was built
befcre Civil War days.
extended active duty.

Auto Vacuum Aids Anglers

School Baseball

The City of Jacksonville and
St. Duval County are focal points of
the armed services in Florida. New
Friday—Camden at Thomaston; naval bases have been established
Lincoln at 6t. George; Vinalhaven and others modernized and ex
panded.
at Rockland.

OFTEN

NECK AND HEAD

Weak feet roll to the inside,

related

THIGH AND CALF
Cramps
Muscle Pains

FOOT BALANCE TEST

ANKLE AND FOOT
Arthritis
Rheumatic Pains
Flat Feet
Swollen Ankles
Rigid Joints

ailments

that

aNr

and

blood vessels—often relieving
aches and pains of long stand

BE SURE TO COME IN.

NO CHARGE.

z.

Stanley lane passe
municipal picture la
City Government vot
it as a city highw.
name of Stanley strq

program. Parent ail
invited. Jacqueline
Junior students, and
son of the older g i I
out of the three stuc
to be given Superior
Maine Music Fcstivn

WALDO TL
MAINE’S LITTLE It
TEL. WALI)OB(|
SHOW TIMES:
every evening at K. IJ
Saturday at 2.30;
All Shows Daylight

TUESDAY OM i|

ALLAN JONES
SUSANNA

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN'S I

“There’s Magic

Dress
Pants

Lynn Overman. Mart
Grace Itrai

with

I $4.97 - $5.97|

To many the call of the open road also means the call of the open water.
The automobile and good roads have brought thousands of beautiful lakes
and streams within reach of the vacationist or the week-ender. Fishing seasons
throughout the country are opening, and these young people were among the
first to seek their favorite stream. They carry their own boat, lashed to the
top of their Chevrolet, and held securely with a new vacuum-grip holding
device actuated by vacuum power from the motor. Note the tube connecting
boat rack with motor vacuum-

See ROBERT BENI III F.V in |
“THE FORGOTTEN MAN’
At STRAND THEATRE
WED.-THURS., JUNE 4-5
He’ll tell you how to treat
Father on Father's Day

REMEMBER FATHER
1 on FATHER’S DAY, JUNE 1
65-66-67-1 1

Made by one of the country’s leading manufacturers of Bicycles.
Strong tubular frame with crescent double bar. Chrome truss
fork rods. Double tube U. S. chain balloon tires. Stitchless sad
dle. Scout handle bars with long rubber grips. Red rear reflec
tor. New departure coaster brake.

HERBERT .MARSI
YIItGIMl
in a brand new
political mel
“ADVENT!

IN WASHINI
from the company ti
last season's fni

“Mr. Smith Ooes To 1
With

Samuel S. Ilinds
Senate Page

Coming: "I Wan^
“Blood and Sand.”

RADIO SEI
ALL MAKES—ALI.
Repaired. Adjusted J

MAINE MUSI|

The homestead property of Lydia Hathorn, lato
of Tenant's Harbor, will be sold by order of Court, to
settle the affairs of the estate, at public auction, on
the premises on SATURDAY, JULY 5th, 1941, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon.

ROI

PRINTING SERVICE

DAVID G. HODGI
OPTOMETR

GRANVILLE N. BACHELDER,

&

Administrator.

Kick-stand.

WED.-THIRS-FItl
Columbia Picture

TEL. 708,

336 MAIN ST., ROI
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.3 |
Evenings By Appe

66T72
Our Budget Plan and Our Low Prices Make it Easy
to Use and Enjoy one of These Modern Streamliners

Oi

'‘S'

WANTED

While You Pay!

ROCKLAND, ME.
CHILDREN

nr 13

ANOTHER
EXTRA SPECIAL

All Shade*

>i. nnKuwni

PA’HTS • fTOVEJ

-

c

L

O.

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
CN IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
COLLATERAL LOANS

K.rCHENWiRE

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

v A

EN. AND

June 14—Flag Day.
June 14—Limerock
meets with North Ha.
June 15—Father's I>
June 16--Rockport
at Masonic hall
June 17—Camden—A
at Yacht Club.
June 24 — ThomaetoiJ
Wedding Gowns ' at I
June 24 -Knights 1 <
St, John's Day at Bat i
July 6—Annual Sun.
Knox County radio an,
land Park.

$1.97

White Flannels

$7.00 to $8.50 GRADES

h»2r
V

un
r>

erctses.

Frank H. In«rahan|
tending to his law p
residence (phone 693
return to h'e offi'e
where hits secretary n
—adv.

SANFORIZED

Gabardine
SLACKS

iinrs

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

$4.97

FOR SALE

weight balanced in your feet, re

ing.

FOR GRADUATION

GENUINE

Learn the real answer to foot

nerves

White Flannels

EXTRA SPECIAL

FREE

cramped

$6.00 and $6.50

LARGE ASSORTMENT

Ml. ■’A

YOUR ENTIRE BODY.

leasing

SPECIALS

$3.97

BICYCLE

affect

comfort—how weak feet can be
straightened up and your body

II

June 12
Vlnalhan:|
ment exercises.
June 12—Rockland
Com' encement.
Ju'.ie 12—Waldoboro

vestry.
Wednesday
teen-age pupils will

Models

sels, causing poor posture and

SPINE AND PELVIS
Postural Defects
Arthritis
Rheumatic Pains
Unlevel Hips
Unlevel Shoulders

PANTS

WOOL COVERTS
AND WORSTED

cramping nerves and blood ves

Stiff Neck
Neuritis

10 Rockport

June

exercises at Town

The junior student
E. Sanborn will np
cital tonight, in th)

Tans, Brown
Green and Blue

Come in and see our complete line of New 1941

Shoes will be at our store

THURS., FRI., SAT., JUNE 5, 6, 7,

ROCKLAND

fSJIO to $6.00 VALUES

BICYCLES!!

A Special Representative from
the makers of Health Spot

RELATED TO
WEAK FEET

June 4 —Vinalhaven
and Winners 4-H Club
Stratton at Union Ohi
June 4 —Rockport
Sawyer" at Town Hall
June 4
Camden— .
of YMCA.
June 5—Hope Dram)
Ace1 at Grange hall L
June 5 “Knox Coin |
at Friendship Ptayho
June 5 — warren —
exercises.
June 7 Knox Pom
Georges Valley Granv

ln

OF YOUR FEET..
CONDITIONS

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

SLACKS

COMING GAMES
Tuesday — Thomaston at
George; Camden at Rockland.

TALK OF TH

The Air Corps, under its new ex
pansion program, plans to train
100,099 technicians a year instead
of the 45,(XX) in their original pro
gram.

Gabardine

J

EN THE CAUSE

STONINGTON
Mrs. Annie Barter Ls visiting rela
tives in Connecticut and Rhode
Island.
Neil MacDonald and Tovio Wiberg have shipped with Capt. John
Duke on the Annie and Reuben.
Mrs. Virginia MacDonald and
daughter Collie of Isle au Hat re
cently visited friends here.
Mrs Susie Cousins was severely
injured Friday night when an au
tomobile struck her, throwing and
dragging her some distance.
Privates Donald Coombs and Rcb
ert Larrabee of Port Devens passed
Lhe week-end at home.
Ms. Elizabeth McQuarrie nnd
daughter Patricia are visiting Mrs
Arthur Billings.
Arlene Eaton is home from Ban
gor for two weeks' vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Eaton.
The Senior Class has returned
from a trip to Quebec.
Mrs. Carl Pickering of Deer Isle
was a visitor Friday at the home of
Mrs. Susie Cousins.
Linnie MacDonald is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Linnie Dunbar in Or

Every-Other-D;

Say it in print—and sell your
merchandise. Ask for our
low prices on smart circular
printing.

TEL. 770

44-1 MAIN >T

ROCKLAND

' 200

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

’

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp
*
6 )Ttf

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

BURPE!
FUNERAL HI

Ambulance S<
TELEPIIONl

890 or 781-1 or
limebocfJ

ROCKLAND,

|Every-Ottier-Day

roN

Barter is visiting relafinnccticut and Rhode

Every-Other-Da?

TALK OF THE TOWN

(onald and Tovio Wljiipped with Capt. John
Annie and Reuben,
lima MacDonald and
lllie of Isle au Hat reIl friends here.

Cousins was severely
Jay night when an au|uck her, throwing and
some distance,
onald Coombs and Rob
ot Port Devens passed
Id at home.
Iibeth McQuarrie and
Itrfcia are visiting Mrs.
r»gs.
foil is home from Banweeks' vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

|r Class has returned
|to Quebec.
Pickering of Deer Isle
Friday at the home of
lousins
Jc.Donald is visiting her
ll.innle Dunbar in Or-

June 4 —Vinalhaven
Pox Islanders
nnrl Winners 4-H Olubs public dem lu
stration at Union Church vestry
June 4 -Rockport
Operetta “Tom
Sawyer” at Town Hall.
June 4
Camden— Annual meeting
cf Y M C A.
June 5—Hope Drama “The Black
Ace” at Grange hall.
June 5—“Knox County On Parade"
at Friendship Playhouse.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement
exercises.
June 7 Knox Pomona meets with
Georges Valley Grange. Appleton.
June 10- Rockport Commencement
exercises at Town Hall.
June 12 —Vlnalhaven
Commence
ment exercises.
June
12—Rockland High
School
Cnn>7 encement
Ju'ie 12—Waldoboro—Graduation ex
ercises.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 14—Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with North Haven Grange.
June 15—Father's Day.
June 16—Rockport- Alumni banquet
at Masonic hall.
June 17—Camden—Alumni Banquet
at Yacht Club.
June 24 —Thomaston— “Parade of
Wedding Gowns” at Federated vestry,
June 24—Knights Templar observe
St. John's Day at Bath outing.
July 6—Annual Summer outing of
Knox County radio amateurs at Oak
land Park.

Jn e Cousins of Isle au
Friday with her daughimy Hutchinson and
errance Wayne at Marlinson's Nursing Home.
Kenney of South Port|t of relatives here,
has been passing a few
I home in Hermon,
pey Wakefield has reCastine Hospital.

[?orps. under its new’ exipam, plans to train
Inicians a year instead
in ther original pro-

ONOM Y
ITHES SHOP
IOCKLAND

PANTS
[SPECIALS
pti 110 and $6.50

lite Flannels
Il GRADUATION

>4.97
ISANFORIZED

lite Flannels

1.97
ANOTHER
[TRA SPECIAL

labardine
SLACKS
|<l to $6.00 VALUES

Tan*. Brown

|Green and Blue

3.97
AMI YOUNG MEN'S

tes
its

$1-97

IGF. ASSORTMENT

[TRA SPECIAL
|VOO|. (OVF.RTS
Wl) WORSTED

IGabardine
SLACKS
|t to $6.50 GRADES
All Shades

.97-$5,971
lOBERT BFNUHI.EV »n |
j FORGOTTEN MAN”

MRAND THEATRE
).-THURS., JUNE 4-5

Stanley lane passed cut of the
municipal picture last night the
City Government voting to accept
it as a city highway under the
name of Stanley street.

The junior students of Mrs. Futh
E. Sanborn will appear in a re
dial tonight, in the Universalist
vestry.
Wednesday night, the
teen-age pupils will present their
program. Parents and friends are
invited. Jacqueline Snow of the
Junior students, and Avis William
son of the older group were two
out of the three students in Maine
to be given Superior rating at the
Maine Music Festival in Augusta.
Frank H. Ingraham is now at
tending to his law practice at his
residence (phone 603), pending his
return to h;s office (phone 468»
where Inis secretary’ may be found,
—adv.
66-lt

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES: Single Show
every evening at 8.15. Matinees
Saturday at 2.30; Sunday at 3.

All Shows Daylight Saving Time.

TUESDAY ONLY, JUNE 3
ALLAN JONES

SUSANNA FOSTER
in

‘•There’s Magic In Music •I

with
Lynn Overman. Margaret Lindsay
Grace Bradley

WED.-THURS-FRI., JUNE 4,5,8
Columbia Pictures presents
HERBERT MARSHALL
VIRGINIA BRUCE
in a brand new and timely
political melodrama

“ADVENTURE
IN WASHINGTON”
from the company that gave you
last season's smash hit
"Mr. Smith Goes To Washington’’
with
Samuel S. Hinds and the
Senate Page Boys
Coming: “I Wanted
"Blood and Sand.”

Wings,”

lell you how to treat
[her on Fathers Pay_

Imemrer father
ItHER'S DAY. JUNE i I

65-66-67-691

RADIO SERVICE
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed

Knox County Camera Club meets
tonight at the club room at the
Senter residence on Broadway.

liam W. Davis, who was killed June
11. 1930 at the age of 10 years. 11
months. 21 days.
A light ls from our household gone,
A voice we loved ls skilled,
A place Is vacant In our home.
Which never can be filled.
Some may think you are are forgot
ten.
Though on earth you are no more;
But In memory you are with us
As you always were before.”
The dept? is of sorrow we can tell.
Of the loss of one we loved so well;
And while he sleeps a peaceful sleep.
Hls memory we shall always keep.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos H. Davis. Mrs.
Clifton Morse, Mrs. Bessie Leorman. •

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those friends
and neighbor® who were kind to us
in so many ways during the Illness
and death of our loved one. We are
especially grateful to Dr. Guy Wilson.
Mrs. Florence M. Lamb. Thelma
Lamb, Beatrice Salllno.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
tbauks anu appreciation to neighbors,
friends and relatives who were so kind
to us during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. David Nash. Miss Janice Wot
ton.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thank* to the neighbors and friends
who were so kind to us during our re
cent bereavement; also to all who
sent flowers, and especially to Dr.
Ralph Earle.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Williams. Vic
tor Williams. Lena Tinker. Arthur
Calderwood.
Vlnalhaven.

CARD OF THANKS
On behalf of the Finnish Relief
Committee of Rockland and vicinity.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank Harold B Kaler of Washing
ton. Me., for hls generous conrtbutlons to our cause Your thoughtful
ness and generosity Mr. Kaler will be
long remembered
EmU Rivers. Treasurer

BINGO

40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Offire Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

TONIGHT AT 7.45, SPEAR HALL
Dinner, 2 Sheets. 2 Pillow Cases and
1 Spread; and $2 to be Given Away.
Big Prizes on Evening Play.
* i

in

the

State
»

of

SPECIAL!

RADIO
PRE-SUMMER CHECK-UP
1.

TOTAL TEST OF TUBES,
CHASSIS AND SPEAKER.

2. TOTAL CLEANING OF RA
DIO, SPEAKER AND CABI
NET.

WORN OR BROKEN.

6. REPAIR SPEAKER CONE IF
CRACKED AND RE-CENTER
VOICE COIL.

Ambulance Servict

RUSSELL
,

FUNERAL HOME

• CLARKMONT ST.
TEL. ftt
ROCKLAND. MR.
W-tt

‘ALL THIS FOB $2.00

A delightful party was held Thursday afternoon for Janice Moody,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Moody of Rockville in honor of her
fourth birthday. Front row, left to right: Craige Korpinen, Frederick
Loffman, Janice Moody the hostess, Joan Loffman, Marjorie Hunter.
Second row: Nancy Post, Percy Fiske, Vestine Fiske, Janice Loffman,
Edna Marshall. Third row: Esther Hall, Jennie Marhail. Patricia Post,
Vernon Hunter.

where the members have offered
their lives, if need be. for the pre
servation of democracy on the bat
tlefields of foreign lands. And I
feel like many others that Hunt
ley-Hill poet has been done a
wrong by the State of Maine when
it turned down the membership
of the first Home Defense Corps
in the State.
1 also want to state that I did
not want and still do not want
any officer's appointment in the
Corps, as I am no officer and do
not intend1 to be one. All I did
was to organize it. and I was of
the hope the State wculd accept
it with the real officers that were
acting until such a time came
about. As a citizen of the State.
I am of the hopes also that this

new Home Guard wdl be fcr
home defense and not used for a
political purpose in the next elec
tion. not so far away’. And I
hope and pray that our State
Guard will be the best and the
mast loyal of any in the 47 States,
and may they have the best cf
luck in all doings.
Oliver R. Hamlin

More Talk of The Town on Page 2
Junior Auxiliary members of the
Methodist Church will hold their
final meeting Thursday night at
the parsonage on Beech street.

The chorus which is to sing at
the baccalaureate service next
Sundaf will meet for rehearsal in
the Universalist Church Friday
night at 7 o’clock.

Commander R. C. Jewell, former
ly in charge of the Maine Inshore
Patrcl, stationed in this city, has
lately received orders transferring
him to the Los Angeles district as
chief of staff for the Federal Coast
Guard on the West Coast; with
headquarters in Los Angeles.

John J. Wardwell, retired ship
builder, attained his 89th birth
day Saturday. The occasion was
made a sort of three-day celebra
tion, alternating between Rlockland and Camden, with relatives
in the two places participating,
including a great granddaughter
who came from Florida. Surpris
ingly active is John, and the same
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M. will have
“
work on the Entered Apprentice hail fellow, well met."
degree tonight.
In a large field about midway be
tween
the Owl’s Head road and the
It wasn’t any fun for motor
Cooper
’s Beach waterfront there Is
drivers on the reads to and from
being
excavated
at the present time
Maine over the week-end.
the basement for a “Cape Cod" cot
Feyler’s, Inc. has moved its fish tage, the owner of which will be
plant to the Thorndike <k Hix Mrs. Emily Hix Faber of Peoria,
Ill., daughter of Mrs. Evelyn M. Hix
wharf, and welcomes visitors.
of Masonic street. The contractor
Earl Conant, formerly cf this is Lewis Rckes The cottage will
city, has been transferred from be one of the finest in this section.
Montpelier, Vt., to Waterville as Mrs. Faber arrives June 15 for the
district manager of the Grcndin Summer.
Milling Company.
By the time Otis Lewis completes
his
improvements at “Trails End”
The City Government last night
accepted a bequest of $500 from patrons of that popular Summer es
Mrs. Elwood H. Tolman of Chicago tablishment will have some diffi
for the care of the Gofray-Kelley- culty in recognizing the place. The
Tofrnan lot in Sea View cemetery. piazza, facing the channel has been
A bequest for the Charles Hall lot widened and will be enclosed, doub
in the same cemetery was referred ling the size of the dining room, and
destined to find much favor with
to the Park Comm ssion.
the patrons because of the fascinat
The Tydol Filling Station next ing sea panorama w’hich it over
north of Strand Theatre, formerly looks. The present dining room
operated by Stan Hall and more; has been attractively decorated, and
recently by Dick Ellingwood, has the mirror opposite each table is
been taken over by George W. bound to reflect the smiles of sat
Wooci, veteran gas and oil lrffTh isfied customers.
who will conduct it as a TydolVeedol products unit, specializing Beano at G.A.R. hall Tuesday,
2.15. Two free specials; door prize
in automobile greasing.
30 lbs sugar.—adv.
In addition to the double room
For flying Instruction see Charlie
lots of wall paper at $1 special
Treat,
68 Grace St., Rockland.—
which will be continued through
adv.
2-tf
June we will make a June head
liner of cur 30-inch wall papers
starting at 15 cents per roll.
HOPE GRANGE
Gonia’s, 467 Main St.. Rockland.
66-68
Dramatic Club Presents
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844. 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line,
—adv.
60-tf

Visitors in Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency. 603 15 th street, North
West—adv.
58*tf

‘THE BLACK ACE”
Three Act Mystery Drama

8.36 F. M.
35c
25c SUPPER. 6 to 7.30
Proceeds for School Dental
Clinic and the “Little White”
Church.” Dance Follows Play.
99

FOR THE FIRST TIME
KITCHEN ROLL OF MOISTUREPROOF
In
15c
Handy
Rod
Cutter

“CELLOPHANE”
Du Pont

Tlie National Defense program
through the Office of Government
Reports gets out each week a sum
mary of approved iefense con
tracts. Seeing one ior $53 for four
pairs cf laced boots awarded to
the G. H. Bass Company cf Wil
ton, I was curious because of the
small contract and inquired. The
Quartermaster Corps told me that
in study.ng clothing and equip
ment needs for troops in northern
areas, experimental orders are
placed, naturally witli manufac
turers in the northern section as
they are most likely to have had
experience with this kind of goods.
It is presumed' that the “laced
leather boots" are intended for
ski or snow shoe use. In the same
announcement there was a con
tract for IOjOOO pairs of leather
boos with the Bass Company,
$122,500.
• ffi • •
There is seme talk of coldweather training of troops in Nor
thern States, so I was interested
in the War Department’s an
nouncement of uniforms for ski
troops—revers ble, forest green on
one side and snow white on the
other. These are to be used for
the Alaska Defense Force and are
the first unToims to combine the
two protective colorings. The
Finns used) white cloaks in their
campaign against the Russians.
The fabric for the new uniforms is
water—and) wind—repellent, two
layers of Lght-weight cotton duck
fabric, rubberized.
Troops also
have a “typhoon Suit” for the
rainy seasons, lighter weight, bal
loon-type, rubberized fabric. Ski
boots are specially designed with
strong leather straps and buckles.
American snow troops have the

This man is what

we call a “Cool

Customer”

$2.00

WE ARE NOW PREPARED

He had the belt.

TO GIVE TO THE PUBLIC

New and Used Car Sales and Service
We have acquired the P. H. Thomas Garage prop

erties at 118 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, and are now
prepared for complete Gas, Grease and General

Garage and Station, Corner Park and Union Streets.

H. D. CATTY CORP. OF NEW ENGLAND
MASS.
BOSTON. M
68-lt

NEW ENSEMBLES
which cost anywhere from

$4.00 to $8.95
No trouble to keep cool in

Gregory’s Cool Clothes

This new plant, made necessary by press of

HUNDREDS OF HOUSEHOLD USES
“ALWAYS VISIBVLE AFTER WRAPPING”

ORTfLAND ST.,
49 POR

Then the other man had on
one of our

New and U«ed Car Sales and Service.

business, will be operated in addition to our Main

OR WRITE

Jonathan S. Gardner whose
resignation as commissioner of
public works was last night ac
cepted by the City Government.
The election of a successor was
deferred.

have Speaker Rayburn and Re
publican floor leader Martin of
Massachusetts, Senator Taft of
Ohio and a dozen other Congress
men. Thomas lists such notables
as Gene Tunney, Father Flannagan. Jim Farley, Babe Rutli.
Thomas’ team is called “the Nine
Old Men'—Both Fish and Thomas
list their names as “tentative”.
Among the enjoyable evenings
recently was the dinner given at
his apartment in Stoneleigh Court
by former Representative Carroll
L. Beedy, of Maine. The parly
was a farewell' for Mrs. Brewster,
wife of Senator Brewster, who has
gone home for the Summer main
ly to look after her beautiful gar
dens which are the subject of gar
den clubs and flower lovers over
the State.
As this is written, I am lunch
leather sncw shoe boots of the
ing
with a group of dietitians
moccasin type, rubber boots and
among whom is Mary Bryan, of
ski boots.
Even though snow
Columbia University, who is super
troops are never trained in Maine,
vising the revision of tlie Navy
sme cf the equipment might be
cookbook.
manufactured in our plants.
Receiving more inquiry from the
Islesboro Board cf Trade as to
STILES FARM SPECIALS
chances for getting an airport
TOMATOES. PEPPERS.
there, I have asked Hervey Law, j
CABBAGE
Regional Director of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, and
ANNUAL FLOWERING
Guy P. Gannett, Chairman of the ,
PLANTS
Maine Aeronautics Commission, if
READY TO FLOWER
Islesboro is to be surveyed. If it
PANSY PLANTS. 25c doz.
is not in the running, we would
to knew and not be kept in sus
STILES FARM
NEAR OAKLAND PARK
pense.
• • • •
TEL. 256-14
66*lt
The House Appropriations Com
mittee tells me that $52,400,000 is
included in the pending appropria
tion bill for the National Youth
Administration. While it is not
possible to tell what will happen j
to any appropriation not directly
connected with national defense,
the vocational training of N.YA. j
is regarded by many here as es- j
sential to defense, and the item
may stay in, uncut. That might
mean allocation for a vocational
training school in Maine, possibly
in the old Colby College buildings.
Since I am on the Education Com
mittee of the House, I am follow
ing appropriations of this sort,
though none came to my commit
tee, which is a policy committee
and does not deal in money.
Members of the Hcuse seek seme
relaxation in these anxious days.
Representative Hamilton Fish of
New York, ranking Republican
Yet his entire outfit cost leu
on Foreign Affairs—and the Con
than some men pay for a hot
gressman from President Roose
old time.
velts District—is getting up a
First starting at the head of
game of softball, for June 7, and
the
list Ls his—
asked me to be a “patroness”. This
of course I am glad to do though
SOFT BRAID STRAW
I find being a patroness doesn't
at $2.50
involve anything except getting a
X
lot of peepie to go and helping to
Then a dark
sell tickets. Money will go to
SPORT SHIRT
charity.
$1.00 to $2.50
The game is between Members
with throat as open as a singing
of the House and) Senate versus a
thrush—
group of distinguished outsiders,
captained by Lowell Thomas, the
Next, his pair of
radio news commentator. For the
WASHABLE SLACKS
“Statement,” says Mr. Fish, he will
that launder like a handkerchief

Box Cellulose Film 250 in.

PERRY^S MARKETS

House-Sherman, he.

are forestry camps.
• • • •

GREATLY IMPROVED FACILITIES FOR

81.00 Additional
- u . -«

442 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. j
64-66-68

The buildings are stately,

scattered
through
the
large
grounds, with Academy wharfs on
the Severn Raver, looking down to
Chesapeake Bay.
Bancroft Hall was especially in
teresting because two new wings
are being buiri of Mount Waldo
granite. The ciiginal building is
of Maine stone and the wings are
very flne construction. Rear Ad
miral Rus9eil W»llson, Super’ntendent of the Academy, told me that
the stone for the wings ran to
883.645.
Maine sianite was also
used in Uanigxe.i Hall which is
the Armory and McDonough Kai',
which is the Gymnasium.
I went into the mess hall which
seats 3100 men and will have its
full quota in a few weeks when the
new class comes in. June week,
which is for visitors, parties, special
drills and parades, had begunPretty young! girls in Summer
dresses were on the broad lawns
with the midshipmen in their uni
forms. The kitchens were even
more remarkable than these I saw
at Camp Meade. The smell of the
turkeys roasting fcr Sunday din
ner was most appetizing. The
Navy dees not have the problems
of the Army because their menus
and other arrangements have not
been upset by new conditions.
The Second District has three
men now at the Academy and two
vacancies for this year’s entrance
to which I have nominated' can
didates. Lawrence D. Caney, Gar
diner, will graduate in 1942 if the
three-year-course plan is adopted
Stetson Parker Hills, Belfast, and
William L. Bennett, Jr., will gradu
ate in 1943.
To the two vacancies for en
trance this Summer, I have named
J. Francis Linehan, Lewiston,
principal, with Richard Jones,
Waterville, as flrst alternate and
Alan Johnson, Lincolnville, as
second
alternate. Also, John
Schoppe, West Auburn, as princi
pal, with Richard Spalding Hodsdon. South Thomaston, as first al
ternate, and Theodore A. Collins,
Jr., Belfast, second alternate.
I am pleased that the Second
District will not lose its CCC
camp as yet in the economy drive.
Word came to me the Camden
Hills camp was to be discontinued
this Summer, but CCC. headquar
ters assure me that this is not
the case. Of Miaines eight campe,
two are to be closed, Bridgton and
Southwest Harbor. This leaves
six camps—Alfred, Bar Harbor,
Wesley, Princeton, Ayers and' Cam
den. Ayers is a bird refuge, Cam
den and Bar Harbor, National
Parks, all three eperaited by the
Interior Department. The others

THURSDAY,JUNE 5

Sets Called For and Delivered

- *• •

The Army has increased so fast
—nine or ten times what it was
before this emergency—that more
attention has been given it by
the public. The Navy is to be
rapidly increased, as the ships for
wh:ch Congress has appropriated
money come off the ways. Recog
nizing that we w’ill need trained
officers for these new war ships
and for the additional enlisted
men of the Navy, the President
is expected to issue an Executive
Order soon—ma jibe before June
30—reducing the course at the
Naval Academy at Annapols from
four to three years. This will
bring out the class of 1943 in 1942,
a year earlier than usual and the
Academy can train one-fourth
more men over a period of time.
Having been to Camp Meade,
Maryland, to see how the Army
works, I went to Annapolis, the
Naval Academy, 30 miles from
Washington last Sunday with Lt.
Richard Zem, Naval Intelligence,
and Mrs. Zem. Lt. Commander
McLean of Mississippi was our guide
through the Academy. Later we
dined in a little waterfront res
taurant where the fish odor re
minded me of Maine, although the
little town itself, the Capitol of
the State, is all Southern.
The Academy is enclosed by high
walls.

IT’S ECONOMICAL—GAN BE WASHED AND USED AGAIN
AVAILABLE At

At the Shop Up Until June 21

Mr. Gardner Resigns

By Margaret Chase Smith

3. REPLACE DIAL CORD IF ■I

5. T OT A L RE-ALIGNMENT
AND RESET DIAL OR PUSH
BUTTONS TO PROPER KC.

Ambulance Service

110-113 LIMEBOCK 8 TREET
ROCKLAND. BIX.
llt-tf

corps

Maine, and at my expense—name
ly, Brunswick. Biddeford. Water
ville, Oldtown and Rockland, and
to date none of these has been ac
cepted, although in the City of
Waterville there has been another
started, the same as in Rockland,
under a leadership not of the
VF.W.
I also would like to know why the
Veterans of Foreign Wars are not
recognized in the same way and
manner as the Legion, when every
man in the organization must have
seen Overseas service in time of
war in order to become a member,
and which organization dates back
to the year of 1899. I want to say
that in the VF.W., and as humble
as our members are. every one of
them is ready to do his bit all over
again, and to help our State in
any way he can. as has been our
custom in the pest 21 years.
The VF.W. is not a money or
ganization nor a political organiza
tion, but one of true Americanism

LIGHTS.

FUNERAL HOME
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

defense

4. REPLACE BURNED OUT
OR DEFECTIVE DIAL

BURPEE’S

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Former Head of V. F. W.
Wonders If Legion and
Politicians Manage
Home Defense

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Third District Council of
As the one who organized the
American Leg on Auxiliary will
meet Thu sday afternccn at 2 first Home Defense Ccrps in tihe
o’clock, at Montpelier in Thom State, and in the city cf Rockland,
astcn.
I believe I should have a right to
express my feelings to the people
Capt. Charles Treat, flying in of Rockland, and the County, in
structor, had two students take regard to what has happened
their first solo flights Saturday, since the day Rockland oigamzed
who were George Bales cf Belfast the first corps.
Under the Veterans of Foreign
and Norman L. Danforth of Bucks
port.
Wars, I was appointed as an act
ing captain to organize the corps
Ex-Mayor Laforest A. Thurston for the c.ty. which I did, with the
opened the door cf his car at The support of the Mayor and the City
Brook this forenoon, and for a government. Huntley-Hill Post gave
moment thought he had been hit a banquet to the men who had
by a dive-bomber. A passing car volunteered, 100 in number, and
had winged him, leaving a dented all men had received an honor
dcor as a souvenir of the occasion. able discharge from the service
of the United States. Regular drills
Francis K. Emery of Thomaston, were held in the Armory on Spring
in Municipal Court yesterday al’er- street for several months with
nocn, pleaded guilty to a charge of large attendance each night. The
leaving the scene of an accident. new manual was in order and each
1 It was alleged that an automobile man who tock part in the drills
driven by Emery struck the car could execute and drill the new
owned by Deputy Marshal Almon order.
Edward J. Roark, a veteran from
Richardson and driven by Mrs.
Richardson. State Patrolman Har the regular army and a ex-officer
old Mlitchell made the arrest, and who saw service Overseas, was the
first lieutenant, Mr. White, a man
the case was continued.
who had seen 15 years of service
Pressure of business and the de was another lieutenant, Charles
sire to give the best possible service Hill, an ex-marine, who has seen
has prompted Waldoboro Garage service in the World' War Over
Co. to acquire the former P. H. seas and Ralph Cline, another
Thomas garage property at 118 Overseas veteran were sergeants.
Park street. The new garage will Most of the non-commissioned
be operated as a new and used car offleens were from the 240th. C.AC.
sales and service branch in addi Every man had seen service and
tion to and in connection with the between 30 and 40 of them were
main Waldoboro Garage Co. station Overseas men who know what a
in Rockland, corner of Park and war really is and could1 be depend
ed on in a crisis.
Union streets.
I am wondering what the State
wants for a home defense corps
BORN
Turrolte At Yarmouth. May 30. to when they turp down a real com
Mr and Mrs. Andrew M. Turcotte
pany of men and start another in
(Virginia Piper), a son.
Morse At Tenants Harbor, June 1, the same city, when this, the first
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Mores, a son—
Clifford Roy.
in the State was all ready for the
Small Art. Bath, May 31. to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Small, Jr., a daughter State to take and do with as it
— Dcrithy Althea.
pleased. There is just one reason
in my mind, and the minds of
MARRIED
many
more, and as time goes on
I evenseler-Malburg — At Rockland.
June 1, Albert L. Levenselcr and Rose it locks as though the Legion was
V. Malburg. both of Rockland.—By
Dr. John Smith Lowe.
running the State more than the
Allaire-Henderson — At Rockland.
people,
as I notice that most of
June 2, Arthur Allaire of Rockland
and Gwendolyn Henderson of Barre, the new corps are being formed
Vt.—By Rev. Fr. John Cummings.
Hannan-Swett—At Washington. May in Legion halls or 'by Legion men.
29. Vivian Maxey Hannan of Union
and Miss Alberta Swett of Washing And I would like to ask why a
ton By Mrs. Clara Overlock, J. P.
man who has served Overseas
Willis-Bridges—At Warren. May 30,
Walter E Willis of Owl's Head and can t do just as well to form a
Miss Gloria Ruby Bridges of Warren.
corporation, even if he does be
By Rev. William S. Stackhouse.
long to an Overseas organization,
DIED
the V.F.W,
Maki
At Rockland. June 1. Jack
And I ask if in order to be able
Maki of Georges River road, aged 71
years. 8 months.
Funeral Thursday to organize a home defense corps,
at 2 o'clock from Finnish Congrega
tional Church
Burial In Thomaston. you must be a politician, and of
Dean—At Camden June 1. May E.
wife of John T. Dean, aged 67 years. the same faith as the power that
6 months, 1 day.
Funeral Wednes governs our State.
Or have you
day at 1 o'olock from the Davis fu
got to be a member of the Ameri
neral chapel, Thomaston.
can Legion? I organized, or was
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our son, Wil the cause of organizing, five home
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INTING SERVICE

AND DADDY LOOKED ON

Hamlin’s Questions

The annual letter men’s banquet
of Rockland High Schcol will be
held In the Methodist vestry Wed
nesday night at 630.

MAINE MUSIC CO.

TEL. 708.
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GREGORYS
TEL. 294

XfDRO < ...

MERCURY.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
AND UNION STS.,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 475
66-67

416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.

Be sure to see Robert Benchley
in “The Forgotten Man,” Wed

nesday and Thursday this week.

WALDOBORO' *

ton. Mass., Mrs. Robert Walker and

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STTAIWVIT

£ ft ft ft
LOUDW
Correspondent
ftft ft ft
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MRS.

Every-Other-Day
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Cynthia Spear.

Boy Scout Troop, 224, will meet
tonight at the Congregational
chapel.

Sermon To Graduates
Warren Holds Bacca
laureate Service—
Words Of Wisdom
From Pastor

ROCKVILLE

Miss Castera Cushman has re

turned home from Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J E. Sinnett and J.
E Sinnett, Jr spent the holiday
with Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Blais
dell at Sandy Point.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Korpinen
passed the holiday week-end on a
fishing trip at Moosehead Lake.
Mrs. Caro Eells of Fitchburg,
Mass., has spent a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
Mrs. Marne Ripley is visiting Mrs.
Lewis Leighton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows of
Newtonville, arrived Thursday at
their Summer home here.
Mr. anfl Mrs Jesse Keller of Milton spent the Memorial Day week
end in Maine dividing their time
between their home here and rela
tives in West Rockport.
Miss Lydia Lehtinen has arrived
at her home for the Summer after
passing the Winter in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gurney and
William Hodgman of Lewiston were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Perry.
After passing a month with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dana A.
Sherer, Mrs. Maurice R. Clcugh re
turned Thursday to her home in
Boston. .
The Einar Heino farm has been
sold to Albert Quinn who will oc
cupy it after repairs are completed.
Two birthday parties were cele
brated here last week. Janice,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Moody observed her fourth birthday
Wednesday by entertaining the
young folk attending school here.
Fun and frolic were enjoyed out
of doors followed by tempting re
freshments.
Vernon, son of Mr. and Mrs. F.
L. Hunter reached his tenth mile
stone Sunday, and celebrated it
Saturday afternoon when he was
host to his schoolmates and two
cousins, David and Horace Maxey of
Rockland. Games were enjoyed on
the lawn, the refreshments fea
turing a birthday cake, were served
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton of
Amherst called on Mrs. Dalton's
brother, C. P. Tolman, this past
week.
Mrs. Almon Cooper, recuperating
from an attack of the flu, was
pleasantly surprised Friday fore
noon by being serenaded by the
Rockport High Band members who
played several selections.
Memorial Day exercises under the
direction of E. Stewart Orbeton were
held at both cemeteries here. At
8.30 Friday morning a large crowd,
many in cars, gathered at the Old
Cemetery and heard a fine address
by Mrs. Carl Moran who was intro
duced by Arthur K. Walker. Rev.
Mr. Overman of Rockport made
the prayer and the Rockport High
School Band played. At the close
of these exercises the band mem
bers and school children marched
to Rockville Cemetery where prayer
was offered by Rev. Mr. Overman,
the band played a selection and
the Star Spangled Banner was sung.

WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. John
ston are parents of a daughter born
May 27. Mr. Jchnston is a former
resident of th.s town and is now
located in New Canaan, Ccnn.
Miss Lurlie Davis of Stickney
Comer held open house to the lccal
branch of Red Cross workers May
27 at her home. Dinner was
served at noon by the hostess after
which was held a business meet
ing at which ways and means re
garding the Defense Fund were
discussed and it was voted to spon
sor a dinner or supper at an early
date. Marcia Sanborn, Ruth Boyn
ton. Mildred Turner and Gertrude
Ludwig will have charge of din
ner. Work for June was given out
by Gertrude Ludwig, chairman of
work committe. President Marcia
Sanbcrn presided at business meet
ing. Voted to meet June 24 at
home of Mrs. Sanborn.

VINALHA1
AANA
SENTER * CRANE'S

The Baptist Women’s Mission
Circle will meet Wednesday after
noon at the Montgomery rooms
PEPPERMINT STICK STRIPED
Baccalaureate services for War
with a picnic supper at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Anita Messer will entertain
Mrs. Mary Wood and children
Subject cf the service Wednes ren High School graduates were
Oliver and Carol have returned the Tuesday Night Club tonight at day at the Baptist Church will dp held Sunday night at the Congre
from Aiken, S. G., where they spent the home of her aunt, Mrs. Evelyn "Jesus as Missionary.’’
gational Church, at a union service
the Winter, to open their Summer Robinson.
The union service Sunday con Rev. L. Clark French was assisted
home at Medomak Terrace.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace cludes the evening services at the
by Rev. William Stackhouse and
Miss Laura Whitcomb, R. N., of and Vernal Wallace attended the Qongregatj0nai Church for the
special music was provided by the
Brunswick has been visiting her opening of the Exhibition Thurs Summer.
day of the Portland School of Fine
mother, Mrs. Ida Whitcomb.
Callers Saturday at the home of combined choirs. Three hundred
Milton Chapman of Bangor spent and Applied Arts at the Sweat Art Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett were attended.
Museum. Miss Marion Wallace,
Decorations were of purple and
the week-end in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Watts of Wol
who has just completed her first
white
lilacs, and gladioli, the class
Miss Mary Steele passed the holi
laston, Mass., Mrs. Lincoln E. Mc
year’s course at the school, was
motto
"The Door To Success is La
day week-end at the Russell House,
Rae of Rockland and Miss Priscilla
awarded the Furbush prize for gen
beled ‘Push’,” placed in the centre
Christmas Cove.
Cannon of Malden, (Mass.
eral improvement. It Ls gratifying
background, and in the class colors
John Redman, formerly of this that a local girl receive this award,
Elizabeth Robinson, daughter of of blue and gold. The marshal was
town, now of Augusta, has been a inasmuch as no art is taught in Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson, is Lowell Moody, member of the junior
Coat or Regulation Style
recent business visitor in town.
gaining
in
health
after
two
weeks
’
the schools of this town. On re
class.
Mrs. Lizzie Hannan
Seersucker, always crinkly
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay has re turn home Thursday they were ac illness.
Rev. Mr. French, in the address
Mrs.
Lizzie
Hannan,
widow
of
turned from Atlantic City where companied by Miss Wallace, who
Mrs. Charles McIntire, James “The Symphony of Life,” pointed
fresh,
needs
no
ironing.
Fred Hannan died suddenly from
she attended the sessions of the' will spend a part of the Summer McIntire and Miss Bertha McIn out that lives touched by Christ,
a heart attack May 24 at the home
National Federation of Women’s vacation with her parents at North tire were weekend guests of rela
Styled
like
higher-priced
will have a symphonic quality, in
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman
Clubs.
tives in Bath.
Warren.
describable, but very real. He said
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56-tf
the picture is Rimed in Technicolor on a stage as big as the great out
Our Drug Store.
Rockland Typewriter Co.
cium. Phosphorus. Introductory size
DORY for sale; also used Underwood only 35c Call, write C. H MOOR 6c
home of their daughter, Mrs. Ralph
doors, and is hailed as the moat breath-taking outdoor thriller since Tl Park St Bockland TeL 297-’
Eighty-five percent of American
typewriter Write "I. D. ’ care The CO., and all other good drug (tores
L
C. W. SHELDON
“Northwest
Haskell.
farm
families ow nmotor vehicle.
Courier-Gazette,
66*68
06*77
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Seersucker

$1.98

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

TO LET

ICRS. OSOAAC.
Gorreapondent I

Mrs. Eleanor L. Gregoi
Friday from Portland
attended Eastern St I
Lodge. She was re-appi
trict deputy grand matn
Mr. and Mrs. KeaniJ
daughters Vivian and £
Ernest Hatch of Pori
guests Memorial Day of
Georgeson.
Miss Erdine Calderwot
Friday from Portland.
Mrs. Wilbra Billings 1
been visiting her bro
Coombs, the past week
Edward T. White irh |
holiday with his family
Sunday to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Ja:ne.'
Arthur Nelson, and Fi |
of Worcester. Mass., we
guests of Mr and
Stinson.
Malcolm Smith and

and friends of Worc<
ptlMd the holiday at t |
Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey.
Mr. and Mrs Toiro Hi
children of Boston wen
i;iiests ot relatives 111 U ]
Bruce Orindle was
Bangor for the holiday
Mr. and Mr.s. Charli
Waltham, Mass. , recei
her parents, Mr nnd \
McHennan.
Capt. Clinton Teele
Robert were home ovei
Day from Rockland
Clinton Smith lias 1
Bath after a visit with
Mrs. Florence Smith.
Mr and Mrs. W Adel
of Portland passed tin

with Mr. and Mrs Oscai
Andrew Johnson wenl
Wild Cat.
George Strachan went
Portland.
This group enjoyed a
ner and moving pictures
Lion Sunday night: Mr
C. L. Boman, Mr. and
Webster, Mr. and Mrs l|
ster of East Weymouth.
Mr and Mrs. W. Adelt
of Falmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
and children returned 1
a 'er, Mass., for the hell
Among those from
Mass., to spend the
town were Willi K
I
Ycrk, Tudor Peterson I

Mak

Park Theatre

Amei

/

WANTED

At The Strand, Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

GASTRIC HYPERACIDITY,

MISCELLANEOUS

I

FOR SALE

Is your h|

worthy of
good condit,
sage is to
those things
don't realizl

can make th
remedy! Su
the interior
It's inexpenj
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, Coombs, Fred Chilles, John Chilleo,
Fred Healey, Walter Lyford, Mal Vinatfitwen
colm Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ftftftft
Anderson and son Harold, Raymond
MRS OOdAR O. LAMB
Alley, Bernard Erickson, Harold I
Oorrespoodent
! Haskell, Alex Christie. Fabian Roi sen and Kenneth Amiro.
Mrs. Eleanor L. Gregory returned j Miss Frances MacArthur of BosFr.day from Portland where she ton was week-end guest of Mrs. E.
attended Eastern Star Grand : C. Macintosh.
» -'5. 7
L dge. She was re-appointed di'.-j Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Webster of
; ct deputy grand matron.
■ East Weymouth. Mass., arrived FriMr. and Mrs. Keanneth Hatch,' day to visit Mr. and Mrs. Charles
daughters Vivian and Shirley, and C. Webster.
Ernest Hatch of Portland were
Miss Mabel Erickson of Boston
t ,psts Memorial Day of Mrs Robert visited Sunday with her parents,
Georgeson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Erickson.
Miss Erdine Calderwood returned' Miss Floyde Hopkins returned to
Augusta Monday, having been guest
jday from Portland.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Allston Roberts.
Mrs Wdbra Billings of Bath has I
y'i
Miss
Irene Ames has returned
bi n visiting her brother, Frted'
from Camden where she visited Mr.
Coombs, the past week.
' and Mrs. Leroy Ames.
Edward T. White, who passed the
Friends of Mrs. Rebecca Arey
bi l;day with his family, returned
gathered
Thursday at the home of
Sunday to New York.
Mrs.
Barbara
Frasier and spent a
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, son
pleasant
evening,
the occasion being
Ai’hur Nelson, and Fritz Johnson
Worcester, Mass., were week-end, in h°n°r Of the 80th birthday anni‘
gui-ts of Mr and Mrs. Leslie1 Ve”ar.y of Mra Arey’ Games were
played and luncheon included a
St.nson.
large
birthday cake made by Mrs.
Malcolm Smith and Neil Smith
Ivan
Calderwood.
Mrs Arey was
d friends of Worcester, Muss.,
recipient of nice gitfs.
p .ed the holiday at the home of
Miss Mary Neilson returned Fri
Mr Ethelyn Trefrey.
day from Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Toiro Holstrom and
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Maddocks of
di.ldren of Boston were week-end
Weymouth,
Mass., are guests of
nests of relatives in town.
Mrs.
Andrew
Johnson.
Uruce Grindle was home from
Mr. and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes re
Bai.gor for the holiday.
turned Saturday to Hallowell.
Mr and Mrs Charles Harris of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polk of Au
Waltham. Mass., recently visited
gusta were in town over the holiday.
liei parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Tyler M. Coombs of Rockland was
Mi Kennan.
guest of his daughter, Mrs. Sidney
Capt. Clinton Teele and son
Hubert were home over Memorial Winslow, over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Kneeland
Day from Rcckland.
of Portland were in town for the
Clinton Smith has returned to
holiday.
Bath after a visit with his mother,
Theodore Nutting returned Satur
Mrs. Florence Smith.
day from South Paris.
Mr and Mrs. W Adelbcrt Smith
Horatio Torfason, George Healey
of Portland passed tiie week-end
of Boston and Curtis Webster of
uith Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane
Springfield, Mass, Maurice Teele,
Andrew Johnson went Monday to
Wendell Mitchell, Hilton Young and
Isabel Ames
Wild Cat.
George Swears of Hartford. Conn.,
George Strachan went Monday to
Helen Asiala
were in town for the week-end.
Portland.
Darts Eisner
This group enjoyed a shore din
Stephen Hamilton
ner and moving pictures at the Red GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Lion Sunday night: Mr. and Mrs.
The bus ness meeting of the
C I Boman, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Finnish Congregational Church LINCOLNVILLE
John C. Poland of West Rox
Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Web has been postponed to June 10.
ster of East Weymouth, Mass, and
Jolly Toilers 4-H <Xu‘b meets to bury, Mass., has arrived at his
Summer home here.
Mr and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith night instead of Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Milliken of
of Falmouth.
Funeral services will be held
South
Barre, Mass., were week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Woodcock Thursday at 2 o’clock at the Finguests
of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
ar.rl children returned from Wor- ntsh Congregational Church fcr
cester, Mass., for the holiday.
Jack Maki who died Sunday as Ycung. Mrs. Young returned with
Among those from Whitinsville. result cf bums sustained May 16. them for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Rcbert Harvey re
Mass., to spend the week-end in, BurCal will be in Thomaston.
turned home Sunday after spend
town were Willis Kossuth, Donald,
____________
Y rk, Tudor Peterson, Wendell1 Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. ing a vacation at Ocean Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ulmer cf
Framingham, Mass., spent the holi
day week-end at their Summer
home here.
Mr. and Mis. Elmer Crcoker and
children of Bath spent Memorial
Day with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Crccker.
Millard
Crccker of Hopedale, Mass., also is
vLsiting at home for several days
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Wotton
and son Robert, also Miss Lottie
Korpnen of Framingham. Mass,
were at their cottage for the holi
day week-end.
A concert by the Camden High
School Band. 18 of which are Lin
America's Finer Tea
colnville boys and girls, under the

K STRIPED

$

or

Style

Regulation

;ker,

always

needs
like

no

ft

ironing.

higher-priced

at a cost that

roll

Tf

crinkly

to

own

two

en

$

or

1 sizes, 14 to 4 0

of many
ed up to $5.95
"1 In- Forgotten Man”
ay tlii week

>T AND FOUND
rURDAY night In Woolworth’s
lo u -mull brown pocketbook
imng u lurge sum of money If
1 pleuse return to MRS JAMES
.URE 83 New County Rd., Cltv
rd___________________ 60*68
JACX’O punch containing sum of
</ lost between public lnnd'n '
llrt tdway.
Return to IRVEN
|E. 80 Pleasant St.
66*68

LET
AI.!. furnished apartment to let.
nildrcn At 45 Talbot Ave. TEI,.
ff__________________________ 66-tf
DFR.N apartments to let, heated,
nuo - hot water and electric
MARGARET NICHOLAS. 101
Jilin St.. 671-WK
_______ 66-68
OOM lx i: .!• to let. furnace, lights
Cl Rinkin St . TEI, 103 or
______________________ 66-68
Pit'I to let centrally located. Low
,1
TEL 133
66 68

IOOM flat with bath to let. un■h d 3 GILLCHREST ST, Thom______________ 66-63
tEE light housekeeping rooms to
rlth us- of bath
Suitable for
N > children. MRS A G LORO
L Y<!*uLt^L_______
65 67
TU RN 6-rootn hen e with garage
hed tn let at 114 Broad/way. WrVe
W. MORTON. 167 Court St..
< r Te! Rockland 536 W after
du____
___ ______________ 66-68 ’
IPI ETELY furnished home to
North Main St . for the SumWrite
M M L." •, CourlerIte
____ 64 66
CAN attractive rooms to let ren
in at d. bath, lights and con
ius :iOt water. TEL 1247-M 65-tf
HiT Ti >m hou-e to let All mod
Centrally located. Chance for
n
no. lu'.'-i j
62'tr
JM t
let
Tel_579-W.~ FLOR A
.INK 15 Grove St.
68-tf
LEN Waltz cottage at Crockett
h to let
Inquire at 6 Columbia
11>U 651-R_________________ 61 66
/E-rjom flat with bath to let?
al *12 Fur particulars Tel. 79-M
HALL
61. tf
'ARTMENT t> let All modern con
■n • •
Ixj< ated on Grove St. App>v
ICKFORD Beech St Tel 174-W
_______ 61 tf
'Ultifootn apartment to let. all
•rn Apply at Camder. and RockWater Oo . TEL 634
53At
REE room furnished apt to let.
I- preferred Inquire at 11 JAMBS
o: 12 WARREN ST
50-tf
RNISHBD apartment to let at
Mam St
V. F STUDLEY. Tel
or Tel 330
48-tf
RNISHBD 3 room apartment with
(torch to let at 5 Orove St.; also 7house and garage at 27 Chestnut
ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W

MONHEGAN

High Graduating Class

VINALHAVEN

ANE'S
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MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
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MR.-

Mont Roberts

Norman Johnson
Richard Libbv

Marion Webb

Olga MacDonald

Malcolm Whittington

Mary Maker

Fernald Young

New War, New Engine, Same Men

Make Tea - Easily

SALADA"
TEA-BAGS

?MT

iakfat
to

DURING WORLD WAR I these three technical experts built the
famed Liberty airplane motor (right) in the Buick plants in Flint.
Now they head the manufacturing organization Buick is assembling to
build 5,000 Pratt & Whitney engines (left). They are J. G. Hammond,
general manufacturing manager (center), I. N. Larkin, his assistant
(left), and C. N. Ofield, chief inspector. Less than 3,000 men worked
on the 422-horsepower Liberty, while more than 10,000 men will build
the modern 1200-horsepower engine when oeak production is reached.
directicn cf Roger Calderwood add Spanish American War, Worfd War,

ed much to the usual Memorial School children and the High School
Day exercises at the Center. The band progressed through the vilparade consisting of members of lage to the cemetery where memo-

THE SMOKE’S THE THING!

/

43-tf

_D u ed '.-ton "pick up" wantils i mud u* -d sedans and bcadi
n- fn in private owners.
R W.
ON Baldy s Lunch. New Countv

’

06*68

II wanted with sales experience
U’BINSTEWS ANTIQUE SnOF.
[lain St
Inquire within or Tel
______________________ 66-68
tl for t-eneral housework want
291 Mrnerock St TEL 407-R

MOORE’S

1

< fl
rr
LT H-

*■*■•*•*•■•

HOUSE PAINT

**

‘

66-68

a- nouse-keeper wiiukj
rr. City prefered but will go
ROSE BILLINGS. Gen.
66’lt
3NS upei? at Waldo Theatre
■ to 22 vears (between 5 2
tall only)
Alert, attractive.
conscientious.
We will
vveral additional usherettes
Imc and full time duty from
ll Full
Apply 111 person by
•nt
WALDOBORO THE*.doboro.
66-68
IT time maid for gener.il housev .nted
MRS CARL MORAN,
lesinut St Tel 161.
66-08
wanted for housework. Evefree
MRS EATON. 455 OW
ty Rd Tel 645-J.________
65*67
USEKEEPER wanted, three in

y, no

washing,

prefer

middle-

woman with some experience
the -lek
State wages wanted,
MRS
J
G. WENTWORTH.
•ton
65*67
OR decorating wanted. Prices
e.
estimates
given.
work
•d JOSEPH E CLOUGH. 23
City.
65-67
<hloned wooden milk cooll to buy.
Write “I" care
izette
65-67
USJ KEEPER wanted
MRS H
8 ROST. 371 Main St.. Sllsby’s
er, Snap.
65-67

lave an Inquiry for a typical farm
with nice view of salt water.

WOOD. Rockland. Me
64-63
4ITURE wanted to upholster,
for snd delivered. T. J. FLKM19 Birch St . Tel 212 W
63-tf

-five percent of American

niiies ow iunotor vehicle.

12 COLORS
AND WHITE

C;

s3.00
Gallon
Is your home all that it should be?

worthy of your pride?

Is it

Is it well-kept, in

good condition and attractive? This mes
sage is to those whose homes aren't all
those things ... a message to people who
don't realize that for a few dollars they
can make their home like that. Paint is the
remedy! Spruce up both the exterior and
the interior of your home with MOORE’S.
It's inexpensive and effective. .

We also carry a
Complete Line of

PAINTS FOR
INTERIOR WORK
CALL 1234

For Color Charts

WE MAKE FREE ESTIMATES OF PAINTING NEEDS!

mcMoore£as£
PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28% Less Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other largestselling cigarettes tested—less than any of

them — according to independent scien

tific tests

Mrs Ma be lie Mazzoloni who spent
a month’s vacation at the home of
Capt. and Mrs Walter Davis, has
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boaton;
returned to Winsted.
WTAG. Worcester; W’CSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Mr Skinner and Mr. Tapley rep ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
resentatives cf the Delco Co., called
on Fred L. Townsend recently They
We’re passing cn jottings from spoon eteiling salt, 1 teaspoon
came from Salem in the cabin
the
frayed notobock that went lemqn Juice, 1 tablespoon Land
cruiser Truant and went from here
along
cn several open house pil O’ Lakes butter. 1 baked crust, 1
to Bar Harbor.
grimages last month, hoping you cup whipped cream, (optional),
William Hekking, and daughter might And an idea or two for the tional).
Elnora have returned to Wilming domicile that interests you most. . . Reserve a cupful and mash rest.
ton, Dei. This was Mr. Hekklng's your cwn. Fcr instance in the old
Wash, drain and hull berries.
first visit to the island after an ab New Hampshire farmhouse Mr. and Add water, sugar blended with
sence of nine years.
Mrs. Richard Burns moved to a cornstarch, salt and Juice to
Mrs. James McAlpine Pyle arrived ! hill top in Framingham there were mashed berr.es. slowly bring to
this week.
two rooms with unusualy lovely a boil and boil gently two minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carter have color schemes, we thought. A bed Stir constantly. Cook 10 minutes
returned from their visit in New room with the fireplace paneled in double boiler. Add butter and
Harbor.
wall and the woodwork done in cool. Pour over resit of berries
Capt. Ellsworth Wallace made a French blue and then a lemon arranged in crust. Cljill. Spread
trip to the mainland last week on yellow wall paper; a small formal with cream and serve.
Baked Bean Loaf — One can
parlor with ever so soft gray wall
the mall boat Nereid.
Friend
’s Brick Own Baked Beans,
paper
had
yel'.ow
hangings
and
Harry Odom spent Friday and
yellcw
damask
upholstery
for
the
1
egg.
well beaten, ’i cup celery,
Saturday with his brother Douglas
mahogany
furniture.
In
fact,
clear
chopped
fine, L cup ch li sauce. 2
returning to Rockland Sunday.
lemon
yellow
walls
proved
jus-t
the
tablespoons
minced onion, l1.- cups
Capt. Earl Field taking him to Port
background
for
burnished
old
ma

soft bread crumbs
Clyde in the party boat Sylvia.
hogany in Mrs. John Hallowells
Combine ingredients, place in
William Ome, and George Green dining room in Milton and the buttered loaf pan and bake in hot
are spending the Memorial Day dark tole lyre-shaped walil scones, oven, 400 degrees F, 20 minutes.
vacation at their homes.
a Gilbert Stuart over the ma Unmold and serve with tomato
Ralph Watts is substituting at hogany sideboard, a great bouquet sauor
the Monhegan light station in the of beech leaves and tulips on a
Russian Dressing—One-half firm
absence of Vinal Foss, Sr. who is side table completed a perfect cocked egg. chopped, L cup chill
taking a vacation. Mr. Watts is room. The same lemon yellcw sauce, 2 tablespoons chopped green
from the Burnt Island Coast Guard walls are used as background for pepper, 1 cup mayonnaise.
station.
••
the mahogany in the dining room
Fold the egg, chili sauce and
Dr. Jean Weldensall, a resident of of the Women’s City Club house pepper into the mayonnaise. Chill.
this tewn, has returned after spend at 39 Beacon.
Makes about 1 1-3 cups.
ing the Winter in Portland.
You might consider pin checked
Cheeese Jelly Cookies—Two cups
Mrs. Roy E. Bates of Gardiner tan and white gingham curtains, Ceresota flour, 2 tups Shefford
passed the week-end at her cottage. edged with fluffy ruching of the American cheese, cut into small
teaspoon Sterling salt, ’i
Miss Williams, a friend of Mrs. gingham for a Summer heme. bits,
Mrs.
E.
Sohler
Welch
used
them
in
cup
shorten.ng,
L cup- milk.
Alice Barker has returned home.
Filling
—
One
and
one-hah' cups
the
dining
rocm
cf
her
fascinating
Mrs. H. G. Chamberlain of Cam
chopped
pecans,
1
teaspoon
Sterl
old
weathered
farm
house
in
bridge, arrived last Tuesday and has
ing
salt,
2
tablespoons
brown
sugar
Framingham.
The
same
dining
opened her cottage. Mr. Chamber
*4
teaspoon
cinnamon.
1
sin-11
room
had
another
idea
...
a
small
lain joined her Thursday.
glass
tart
Jelly.
dining
table
and
two
chairs
for
MLss Phyllis Chadwick has re
Mix sifted flour, cheese and salt.
turned from a visit in New Harbor. the children near the grown-ups
Cut
in shortening, using a pastry
d.ning
table.
The
rooms
in
this
Jay Connaway spent a few days
blender.
Blend in the milk lightly.
old house are ‘bordered around the
in Portland recently.
Mrs. Banes Stanley and mother door frames and ceilings with an Ch 11 and roll thin on a slightly
Mrs. Addie Higgins of Brunswick, old stencil in blue gray and apri floured beard. Cut into desired
were recent guests at the home of cot and another stencil in black shapes and spread half of the
cookies With the jelly and nut
borders the gray painted floors.
Mrs. Dwight Stanley.
mixture; cover with remaining
Tiy
the
effect
of
ivy
trained
to
Joseph Kahili of Portland, end
cookies.
Place on a greased bak
climb
from
a
plant
shelf
over
Harry Ballinger of New Hartford
ing
sheet
and 'bake in a hot oven
ruffled
white
curtains
as
Mrs.
artists are guests at the Trailing
<425
degrees
F.) fcr 7 minutes or
DcugSas
Thom
uses
it
in
her
din

Yew.
ing rocm or a big comer cupboard until a golden brcwn. ThLs makes
painted ashes cf roses inside as a 30 cookies.
UNION
Napoleons — One recipe rich
background for blue majolica plates
Sophia Shephard who has been and sparkling Sandwch glass. We pastry, 1 package Good Luck Vanil
guest of her nephew. Ernest Young liked the big bowls of yellcw nas- lin, confectioners’ frosting., 1 cup
in Warren for two weeks, is now tuit.ums on Mrs. Them's porch nut meats, chopped.
visiting her niece, Mrs. D. R. Yates used as contrast with blue up
(Roll pastry made up '4 inch
in Camden. Recent callers on Mrs holstered wicker furniture and thick, cut in stiips, 4x2 inches
Shepard were Mrs. Sidney Lermond sprays cf Bechtel crab in a low prick with fork and bake in hot
and Mrs. Ha2iel Taylor of South green bowl were the perfect thing oven (450 degrees F l 12 to 15
Hcpe, Mr. and Mrs. Young of War to stand on a gray marble fireplace minutes. Put together with Occd.
ren. Mrs. Nellie Achorn of Rock with an cld gilt mirror as back Luck Vanillin. Cover with confec
land. Mrs. Katie Aikens of Hono ground and gilt and crystal sconces tioners frosting and sprinkle with
lulu, Mrs. Minnie Yates and Miss at e ther side.
chopped nuts.
Alice Yates of Camden and Clar
Two fine new offers fcr you this
MENU
ence Frost of Waldoboro.
week. The sponsors of this pro
Breakfast
gram are more than generous. If
Commencement Exercises
Ccrnfiakes with
Diplomas will be awarded to a you will send a label frem Three
Sliced Strawberries
class of 19 Friday at 8 o’clock when Diamonds Fancy Crabmeat with 25
Dropped Eggs on Toast
Coffee
the High School holds its gradu cents, we can send you four beau
tiful lacy-pattern acetate table
ation exercises at the gymnasium.
Lunch
The program will be: Processional mats you’ll use all Summer long.
Cold Lamb Sandwiches
by the schools, with these class The mats can be wiped off with a
Currant Mint Jelly
marshals, seniors, Philip Morton; damp cloth, wiil last almost in Crushed Pineapple with Bananas
juniors. Miles Leach; sophomores, definitely and are smart as can
•Cheese Jelly Cookies
Elmer Keene; freshmen. Perry Mc be. Nine by twelve inches each and
Napoleons
Edward; invocation by the Rev. you get four in each set. Address
Tetley Tea
Leo F. Ross; salutatory, United Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network.
Dinner
States Under a Dictator? by Bar Bcston, Mass., or your own station.
‘
Friend's
Baked
Bean Loaf
The other offer is really a re
bara Morton; essay. Education for
Tomato
Sauce
Health, by Margaret Jones; pro ward to some of you for (helping Glazed Carrots
New Potatoes
phecy by Norma McEdward; music; us decide an important name
Greens with "(Russian Dressing
essay. Peace on Earth, by Norma change. We’d like to know if you
•Marshfield Strawberry Pie
Fossett; gifts, Senja Mieskolainen think Dromedary Date-Nut Roll
Coffee
and Pauline King; class will, by isn't more descriptive of Drome
•
Recipes
given.
Philip Morton; valedictory, Atomic dary Date-Nut Bread. Write us a
letter and give us your opinion
Energy, by William Young; con
and five prizes of assorted; Drome- PORT CLYDE
ferring of diplomas and announce
daiy products will be awarded each
Mr. and Mrs. George Collins tf
ment of the scholarship awards by
week
during
June,
for
the
five
best
Belmont,
Mass, are spending a few
Frank D. Rowe.
letters. Addre-ss Marjorie Mills, days at their cottage.
The graduation ball will be held
Yankee Network. Boston, or your
Mrs. John Field who passed the
immediately after the reception to
own station.
Winter in Concord. Mass., is visit
the graduates.
Send an Indian Head Girl cut ing her daughter Mrs. Archie Mi
frem Land O’ Lakes butter w.th 25 chaud at Peaks'Island.
HOPE
cents and get a Melcdy Maker
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Peltingill
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones were Door Chime ... a real dollar value. are getting their new home on Mar
recently here to prepare for the The dcor chime is attached to shall Point road in readiness fcr
opening of Hatchet Mountain your own doorbell in a few minutes occupancy.
Camp.
and rings with a lovely clear chime
Rev. John Hclman has been
Thimble dub will meet Wednes like a Grandfathers clock Offer spending a few days with his family
day with Mrs. Ralph Brown for an is aknest over so do it new. here.
all-day sewing meeting. Members Address Marjorie Mils Yankee
Mrs. Lillian Davis and daughter
will take sweet food unless other Network. Boston, Mass., or ycur Marjorie are occupying one of the
wise solicited.
own stat on.
Balano tenements.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jones and
You may still send for the as
daughter were here over the week sortment of 50 annual plants by
The sugar beet is the world s chief
end.
sending a Good Luck label and 25 source of sugar.
There were many visitors in cents to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
town Friday and beautiful flowers Network. Boston, Mass., or your
adorned the cemetery lots. How own station. Plants are guaran
ard Coose had worked diligently teed to arrive in good condition or
VINALHAVEN AND
for two weeks at the cemetery and your money refunded. Plants are
ROCKLAND
its attractive appearance testified. healthy and sturdy and may be set
STEAMBOAT CO.
L. A. Weaver visited Friday wkn out at cnce. Prom four to six va
ROCKLAND. ME.
the R. E. Browns.
rieties of 10 lovely annual plants
The three-act drama ‘‘The Black In the offer.
Service To:
Ace” will be presented Thursday
Now then for free books. . Ask
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
at the Grange hall. The cast has for the ‘ Kitchen library" and get
ington, Isle au llaut. Swans’
13 characters and bids fair to be the Knox books, the G. Washing
Island and Frenchboro
amusing entertainment. A supper ton Broth Aces "Quickies'' book,
SPRING SERVICE
will precede it, and dancing follow the Midco Freeze folder, the Nestle
Effective May 19
it. Proceeds will be divided be book of semi-sweet chocolate
Subject
te change without notice
tween the school dental clinic and recipes, the new Three Diamonds
the church fund, both of which Crabmeat book, and the Kemp's
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
recipe book Also the free Kirk- ; Read Down
are Farm Bureau projects.
Read up
man catalog of premiums. Address
A. M.
Standard Time
P . M.
Ar. 6.20
5.30 Lv. Swans Island,
rial tributes were given and an ap Marjoiie Mils. Yankee Network,
Ar. 5 20
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
propriate address delivered by Rev. Boston, Mass., or your cwn station
Ar. 4.10
7.30
Lv.
North
Haven,
fcr these free bocks.
Duncan Rogers.
Ar. 3.15
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey of quart firm ripe berries (select
Lv. 2.00
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Rockland were visitors Sunday at ones), 1-3 cup water, 1 cup sugar,
59-tf

of tbe smoke itself

Camel
the cigarette of Costlier Tobaccos

the home of Mrs. Louise Young.

3 tablespoons cornstarch,

tea*
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Mbs Mildred Blennerhasset, M'ss
The Fire Department Degree
Eleanor McCormack and Miss Mar Team of the Masons worked Mon
ion Haviland of Belmont, Mass., day in Richmond.
were holiday week-end guests of Charles Coombs has resumed hls
Mrs. Sanford B. Comery.
duties as traffic effleer for the
Miss Bertie Campbell of Brook- gummer
line. Mass., is spending several
Mrs. Rcbert Willis and son James
days with Mrs. May Cottam.
.spent Thursday night in town re
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Simmons left turning Friday to their home in
Monday for Chicago where Mr. Greenwich, Conn. They plan to
Simmons ls to attend a General spend the Summer here.
Chairmen’s meeting.
John McGrath of Boston spent
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams of the week-end in town.
Malden, M^s., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. A. O. Caza of Brockline,
Ernest Pero of Westfield, Mass., Mass., is spending a few days with
were week-end guests of Mr. and Gilbert Harmon and family.
Mrs. Bernard Robinson and on re
Frank Rolerson spent the week
turn home Sunday were accom end with his family and on return
panied by Mrs. Orra S. iRoney
Sunday night to Hartford, Mrs.
Portland and her granddaughter, Rolerson accompanied him for a
Jane Pero, who spent the holiday
week's visit.
and week-end with Mrs. Mary Berg
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bond en
and Miss Alice Oliver.
tertained five beys, all former
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley
Sunday School pupils from Need
son Benjamin and Miss Vera ham, Mass., over Friday, Satur
Thompson of Rockland ijpent day and- Sunday. The boys ex
Memorial Day at Deering as guests
perienced great pleasure in hikes
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smalley.
over Mt. Battie, Maiden's Cliff and
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Watts of
to Sherman's Point and picnic at
Belmont, Mass., passed the holiday
Sagamore Park.
with Mr. and Mrs Alton Grover.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Gale
Mrs. Albert T. Gould has re have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
turned to her home at Marblehead, Harold Weymouth.
Mass., after spending the holiday
Miss Townsend ana Mrs. Boehm
week-end with Mrs. John Creigh
have arrived to epen Camp Mereton.
stead at Lake Megunticook for the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold of season.
Fairhaven, Mass., spent the. holiday
.
Harold Boynton and Howard
with Harvey Howard at the home Dearborn. students at Kents Hill>
of Mrs Fred Howard.
f spent the holidays in town.
Holiday guests of Mrs. James T.
Andrew Stinson and Aubrey

of

Fales were Mr. and Mrs. Maynard

Young, who are taking a course
Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Sulli at Quoddy passed the week-end
van and IMrs. Susie Sullivan and with their parents in town.
daughter, Jane, of Boston.
Millard Crocker of Bcston, Ls in
The flrst picnic of the season for town for a few days.
the Thursday Club will be held . William Hobbs of Boston spent
Tuesday with Mrs. Weston Young'
.
. ..
...____
the holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Knights hos and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs.
tesses.
Miss Gwendolyn McKay, who
Guest Officers' Night will be ob
has been making marked progress
served at the meeting of Mayflower
in designing at Traphagcn School,
Temple, P. S., Friday, preceded by spent the week-end with her par
supper at 6.30. There will be a re
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
hearsal of ihc' degree staff at 7
McKay.
o’clock.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Wagner
Friendly Club meets tomorrow
and daughter Betty passed the
night at the home of Miss Helen
weekend' in town.
Studley.
Andrew Sides of Boston was in
Mrs. Robert MaciFarland and
town over the holidays.
children, Winnifred, Robert and
Mrs Phillip Lee is occupying her
Richard, left yesterday to spend
new cottage at Melvin Heights.
two weeks at Presque Isle.
Miss Beda Emery', is enjoying a
Tlie Third District Council.
week’s vacation from her duties
American Legion Auxiliary, will
at The Woman's Shop.
meet Thursday at "Montpelier,'' at
Mbs Ruth Bennett and Miss
1.30. All other districts of the
Pbyll s Packard are employed at
State have been invited to attend
“The Smiling Cow'.
this last meeting of the year.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Visitors Friday at the home of Mr.
' Mrs. Newell Davis of Lima, Ohio,
and Mrs. Edward Oxton were Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts and daugh l on Memorial Day. Mr. Davis is
ter Maerice, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest ■ the son of Charles Davis cf Cam1 den.
Perry of Rockville, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Canney
Jesse Keller of Milton, Mass., and
of Somersworth. N. H. visited their
Miss Ilene Keller and Daniel Kel
grandmother, Mrs. Jul a Clancy
ler of West Rockport.
over the holiday.
Mrs. Ralph Ayers has returned
home from an extended visit in I Mr. and Mrs. James Melvin of
I Waterville passed Sunday with
Keene, N. H.
Mrs. Melden Smith.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
Frank H. Ingraham is now at
serve a public supper in the vestry
tending to his law practice at his i
residence (phone 6931, pending his Saturday, 5.30 to 7. There will
return to hs office (phone 468> be music during supper. Mrs. For
est Magee will entertain the Ladies
where hls secretary may be found,
Aid Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
—adv.
66-It
The annual meeting of the Y.
M. C. A. will be held Wednesday
at 7.30
The secretary, Richard
Bond is coir.g well with the young
sters and the “Y" is cn an upward
cl.mb but the interest and sup
port of the public is needed to
make this organization a success

WCU

MM M»t WOTt

The evening promises to be in
teresting and entertaining as the
boys of the various age groups will
put on ten-minute acts. The
Boy Scouts will be included. A
! Hi-Y meeting will be held openly

77M

Chose John Dunn

Pitts at their home on Russell
avenue. Mr. Pitts returned Satur
day. Mrs. P tts motoring there with
him returning Sunday. Josephine
will remain at home until Wed
nesday.

ROCKPORT

New Head Of Mother

ftftftft

Church Has Served the
Movement Many Years

UDAO.
Correspondent
ftftftft

Mrs. L. True Spear who has
been spending the Winter in Cam

TbL

bridge, Mass., will return heme
Arthur S. Cleveland of Hcultor. Wednesday.
was week-end guest of Elmer C. St.
Callers Memorial Day at the
Clair, Amesbury Hill.
heme of Mr and M:s. Everett Pitts
Mr. and M.s. James Miller en were Mrs. Mattie Carver, sons
tertained at a family dinner party Everett and Edgar of Monmouth,
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford E. another son Hansen of Whitins
Merrill of Methuen, Mass.. Mr. and ville. Mass, and daughter Lillian
Mrs. Card Merrill and son of of Lewiston and Dr. and Mrs.
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Harcld Frank L. Magune of Worcester,
Graffam, E. S. Merrill, and Mau Mass.
rice Miller.
George Carr of Beech street is
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will a medical patient at Community
serve a supper Wednesday at the Hospital.
vestryr from 5.30 to 7.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
Rev. and Mrs. Forrest F. Fowle, meet Wednesday at the vestry for
sen Robert and daughter Natalie of an all-day sessen.
! Hallowell were guests Memorial
Maurice Marston who has been
Day of Miss Marion Weidman.
employed at the First National
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hawkins Store, now has employment at
JOHN RANDALL DUNN
spent
the holiday ■week-end at Lily- Perry’s Market in Rockland.
Incoming President of The First
Bay on a fishing trip.
Church of Christ, Scientist, in
Richards-Giles
Boston, Massachusetts
Ms. Walter Pendleton and
Miss Muriel Eileen Giles, daugh
Some 6CC0 ^Christian Scientists child returned to Middletown, ter of Mrs. Myra Giles of Rock
from many parts of the world gath Conn., Saturday after a visit with port and Harvey William Richards,
ered in annual meeting yesterday her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank F.
in Boston were called upon by The Turner, Mr. Pendleton motoring I Richards of Thomaston were unitChrLstian Science Board of Direc here for her.
Lynton Lane and sens Oliver and I ed in marriage Friday at 8 p. m.
tors to consecrate themselves to the
at the Baptist parsonage in Rock
defense of the democratic system of Gilbert and Mrs. Beulah Baker, land, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
government as tlie best human in daughter Alice and son Albert of performing the single ring cere
strument for preserving the basic Lewiston were holiday visitors at mony. They were attended by
rights of mankind to “life, liberty the home of Capt. and Mrs. George Mrs. Evelyn Crockett cf Rockport
W. Lane.
and the pursuit of happiness.”
Mrs. Stuart Farnham and infant and Ralph Johnson of Rockland
In thus definitely allying this
The bride wore a gown of pale
world-wide
religious
movement son have returned from the Wal green chiffon with white acces
with the defenders of democracy do County Hospital, Belfast, to sories and Mrs Crockett was at
everywhere, the Directors stated that their home on Limerock street.
Guy Young, who is employed tired in pale blue with white ac
it was their conviction that if so
cessories. Both carried bcuquets
cial and political freedom is to be at the Science Building of Bow of lillies-of-the-valley and daffo
preserved “democratic forms of doin College, spent the holiday- dils. Others present at the cere
week-end with his parents, Mr.
government must be maintained."
mony were the bride's mother, tlie
The occasion for the stirring and Mrs. Clinton Young. With groom's mother and Mrs. John
message of the Directors was the Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton and son.
annual meeting of the Mother daughter Vera of Camden, he at
Mrs. Richards is a graduate of
Church, The First Church of Christ tended the Nazarene Rally Friday Rockport Higih Shcool and for
Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts.. In Augusta.
Mr. andi Mrs. Clayton Smith and several Winters was employed at
The directors stated: "We are moved
Washington, D. C. Mr. Richards
net by a desire to voice our own Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett mo has recently completed a course
views but to let the world know that tored Thursday to Boston to spend of training in aircraft mechanics,
we share with our Leader, Mary Ba the holiday, returning Friday receiving very high rank, and im
ker Eddy, her confidence in the im night.
The Hugo Eckmans who have mediately entered the Wright
mortality of the sentimnt expressed
plant at Paterson, N. J.
in the Declaration of Independence been occupying the Libby house
Both have many friends in this
that 'man is endowed witli certain cn Amesbury street, have moved vicinity who extendi congratula
inalienable rights, among which to Owls Head for the Summer.
tions and best wishes for many
are life, liberty and the pursuit of The house which they vacated will years of happy married life. The
be occupied for the season by the
happiness.’.”
couple will reside at Paterson
Referring to the aggressive forces Valdfonir Sokoloffs of Philadelphia.
Miss Marion Weidman enter Honored Soldier Dead
in action today throughout the
tained
1 Saturday at a dinner party
world, the Directors pointed out that
An unusually large crowd gath
at
Beach
Inn, Lincolnville. Her ered at Amesbury Hill Cemetery
“history plainly teaches that when
a nation chooses to ignore God and guests were Dr. and Mrs. Frank , Friday afternoon for the annual
Magune of Worcester, Mass.. Memorial Day exercises conducted
to make matter the foundation
stone of its government, such na Mrs. Nellie R. Magune of Rock by Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. with
tion commits its cause to failure, land and Miss Mattie Russell.
Mrs. Cacilda A Cain as Command
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and er cf the Day and Fred Marshall
and at the same time provides the
means for its ultimate defeat and daughter Katherine of Manches as officer-of-the day
ter, N. H, spent the week-end at
undoing.”
The line cf march which was
The directors announced the elec tiheir camp cn Amesbury street.
formed at Grand Army hall was
Mrs. Edith Over lock went to headed by the High School Band,
tion of John Randall Dunn of Bos
ton and Centerville, Mass., as Presi Westbrook Sunday for a visit with Earl Achorn, leader, and consisted
dent of The Mother Church for the her brdther. Dr. Granville Shibles. of Boy Scout Trocp, the G. F. Bur
She made the trip with Mrs. gess Fire Company, school children
ensuing year.
The new President is the son of Shi'bles who had been visiting her and members of the Fred A. Nor
James Randall Dunn, long identi father, Fred Gregory at Glencove. wood W.R.C. The exercises opened
Invitations have been issued by with prayer by Rev. Charles R
fied with the United States Immi
Mr.
and Mrs. L. True Spear to Sims of Bath; orders for tne day
gration Service. He is a native of
the
wedding of their daughter were read by M|;s Cain; followed
Massillcn, Ohio, receiving his
Thalice
Diana to Harry A. Good- by vocal duet by Rev. and Mrs. C.
schooling there and in San Francis
ridge
of
Salisbury, Mass., which V. Overman; "Gettysburg Address.’’
co and from private tutors. For a
will
take
place
June 14 at 8 p. m. by Rev. Robert Carle; “America”
few years he was in the service of
the government, but gave up his at the Spear home cn Main street. by band; recitations and songs by
Everett Pitts of Framingham, cniidren; address, Rev. Mr. Over
work for the healing ministry of
Christian Science. He has served Mass., and daughter Josephine, a man; “Star Spangled Banner,’
this movement many years in a student at Colby College spent band; taps sounded and all united
large variety of positions including holiday arid week-end with Mrs. in the pledge of Allegiance to the
First Reader of The Mother Church
Flag, closing with benediction by
and as a Christian Science lecturer, progress Is being accelerated, rather Mrs. Overman.
during which he carried the message than diminished, by the rampant
Proceeding from the Grand Army
of Christian Science Into all parts forces of material conquest,.
hall to the Cemetery the line of
of the world.
.♦
Despite the troublous times In Eu
rope reports presented to the meet
ZZo Afetd to Skimp on Quality]
ing conveyed the interesting fact
that church services are being con
ducted generally without interrup
tion in the countries abroad. Some
of the periodicals of The Christian
Science Publishing Society were
said to be received regularly in all
the countries of Eurcpe, Including
the German-occupied territories
and the British Isles.
The report of the treasurer for the
fiscal year ending April 30, 1941, j
showed that the finances of The
Mother Church were in sound con
32* x 15‘1ca" b* P01”**4 w****
.. H,.H ST.NOdition. There was no indebtedness
ARD fer •" •pproxlmate
to report except for taxes on prop
mot*Ho I •••♦ •» •"’* ’ ’
erty owned in the vicinity of the
church payable in October.
Reports were heard from various
THE EXTRA PROTECTION OF
parts of the world indicating to
those at the meeting that spiritual

L.

FROM ASSEMBLY LINES TO FRONT LINES OF DEFENSE
' .1 '-v'iilA

Mr. and Mrs. Ral|
have been vlsitini
former home in tin
turned to Glens Fi
Miss Hilda Mak
Makinen of Massach
week-end at their
Cove, and had ns t
mine Smalley of thi

Trucks for tha Army, for industry, for agriculture.
Here's a bird’s-eye view of the hundreds of trucks that
are daily coming off the assembly lines of the Dodge
truck division of Chrysler Corporation. Dodge 'Army
trucks are being produced currently at the rate of 265 a
day. More than 35,000 have already been delivered and

march halted at the Spanish War
Veterans’ boulder on Union street
where prayer was offered by Rev.
Mr. Overman and at tne iron bridge
where prayer was offered by Mrs.
Robert Carle, and flowers strewn
on the water by the children in
memory cf the sailor dead.

«*ll*et«A
-land accident*
«4t*r
a ^eiew

H.. sipent the week-end in town.
Miss Lena Ames is empoyed at
Pine Tree Gift Shop.
The annual meeting of the High
School Alumni Association will be
held next Tuesday at the Yacht
Olub. A chicken dinner will be
served' at 630. Mrs. John Wads
worth catering. The speaker will
be Prof. Brooks Quimby of Bates
College and a reading will be pre
sented by Mias Barbara Dwinal.

Mrs. Frank N. Brown of Milbridge and Miss Ethelyn F. Upton
wk«n the plaintiM
married tho defendant

of Gorham were week-end guests

of their aunt, Mrs. Cassie Lelghpon
Grove street.

25,000 more are on order. Other hundreds of trucks are
being turned out every day to meet the growing domestic
demands of manufacturers, merchants, and farmers lur
trucks to move the added millions of tons of supplier
and materials needed for the accelerated pace of busi
ness activity in virtually every section of the country.

PORT CLYDE

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and
daughter Sandra passed the week
end in Attleboro. Mass.
Mrs. Eiecta Hopkins spent Sun
day in Augusta.
Mrs. Jessie Ingerson and Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Kingman of Attle
boro, Mass., were week-end guests
at the New Ocean House.
SWANS ISLAND
Mrs. Mary Barton had as week
Graduation exercises were held
end visitor her brother, Mr. Abbott
Wednesday night at Odd Fellows
hall. The graduates were Mary
CcJoath. Kenneth Turner, Sheldon
Carlson. Edith Tinker, Andrew Wat
son andi Lenora, Stanley.
Mrs. Chase Savage and daughter
Donna and' Beulah Withee who
were in Ohio for a few months,
have returned home.
Clifton Watson of Portland spent
the week-end with his parents.
Memorial Day services were ob
served at the Baptist and Metho
dist cemeteries with Rev. George
M. Bailey officiating.

of Norridgewock.
Herman Simmons passed tne
week-end at the home of his daugh
ter, Mrs. John Thompson in Rock
land.
Mrs. Rodney Simmons, Mi , Gussie Chadwick, Mrs. Maud Stone and
Miss Esther Seavey attended the
Tenant's Harbor Church Wedtu day night to hear a missionary mve
an address and show slides of bu
work in Panama.

“AND SPEAKING OF RANGES”

Andrew Watson,

Jr.,

has

Here is

Atlantic’s

Pride of’41
Combination
Range

em

No. 224

ployment in Portland.
Mrs. Adella M. Trask has ar
rived home for the Summer after
spending the Winter with her
daughter in Bernard.
Phillip J. Whitehill of New York
was holiday guest of Mr. and

Capt. and Mis. Da
Mr. and Mrs. Irvij
daughter Miss Mar;
the week-end with
lngton and Oceanvll

Woman's Mission^
of the First Baptl
hold an all-day p:i
as guest of Mrs Al
cottage, Meguntlcoo
one will take box li
portation will be
members will leave

Beginners’ Dcpu
First Baptist chun
rehearsal Thursda
for the Children's

Mrs. C. E Rcllhi)
Mrs. James Merri
spent the weekend
at Holiday Beach
Earl E McAuliffe
New York, after spe
end witli his mothc
E. McAuliffe.
visit Lucien K
second floor, 16 S<
Fellows Block, City

Coats and Cloth Cc
prices.

Available in
White or Sun Tan

Enamel
This range is
adapted to
• Coal or Wood.

Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge.

C City or Bottled

Mrs. Addie Staples arrived home

Wednesday after passing the Win
ter in Kennebunk. She is ac
companied by her granddaughter,
Margaret Oronkite.
Irma Morse of Portland spent
the week-end at heme.
Margaret Kent and Maxine
Kent who are students at Castine
Normal Schcol, are at home for
the Summer.

Gas.
Liberal Allowance For Your Old Stove
EASY TERMS

• Oil Fuel if
Desired.

SPECIAL

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

; PER

ROCKLAND, ME.

313 MAIN STREET,

7^

AUTOMATICALLY—WITH A

BENDIXT
't.J1*

Keg. $10

Supreme
Oil Wave

.>(.4

YOUR
IR WEEK
OMR ’S
9 WASH
WM9I-I

a j

WASHED—RINSED—DAMP-DRIED!
Put your clothes in, set a dial and take them
out—ready for the line! That’s all there is to

a Bendix "washday.” Your hands need never
touch

water.

Bending

over

set-tubs,

lifting

LL

’°ggy clothes, soaking your hands in waterall the drudgery Is ended! Your Bendix takes

over the job each week—the dial takes your
place at the machine!

PROVED BY 36,000,000
WORKLESS WASHINGS!
36 million workless washings in the homes

of over 175,000 Bendix owners prove Bendix

HI6N STANDARD

at which time. State YMjC-A.
Secretary Kenneth Smith will ad
dress the entire assembly. The
public is invited.
John Clancy of Portsmouth, N.

Every-Other-D

Every-Other-Day

■

superiority. Why not begin now to en
joy the freedom — the glowing health —

HOUSE PAINT COSTS YOU NOTHING

the economy your Bendix neighbors

already share?

Here’, why the extra protection
of LOW! BROTHIRS HIGH

STANDARD HOUSE PAINT ac

tected. And that means
extra beauty and extra ]
tection costs you nothing.

FOR A FREE TRIAL!

tually costs you nothing. It
covers solidly more surface per
gallon than "cheap” paint. It
spreads evenly and easily to
save time and money. So it ac
tually goes farther to cost less
per square-foot-of-surface pro

with

CENTR

^■COFKAUF’S ASSO. STORES
440 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Call Vi,

TEL. 801-W

POWB

INE
MPANY
•A WOMAN'S

)ther-Day

Every-Other-Day
Miss Margaret Graves of Bel

fast and Pvt. Harry IW. Graves ot
La Guardia Field, N. Y., were holi
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mar
tin Graves, Gay street.

I ETY.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett, who
Miss Flora Richardson and Mtss
have been visiting Mr. Daggett's [ Laura Tolman of Winchester. Mass..
former home in this city, liave re spent the holiday and week-end as
turned to Glens Falls, N. Y.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colla
more.
Miss Hilda Makinen and Carl
Maklnen of Massachusetts spent the
EFA. Club will meet Wednesday
week-end at their heme in Lon; cftcrnccn at the Ocean Avenue
and had as guest Mtss Car home of Mrs Orrin Smith.
mine Smalley of this city. < .<
Mrs. Julia Shattuck went SunCapt. and Ml’s. David Haskell an 1 day to Boston to visit her nicce,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Haskell ard Mrs. Donald Thomas.
daughter Mbs Mary Haskell spent
Opportunity Class will meet
the week-end with friends in Ston
Thursday
night at the home of
ington and Oceanville.
Mrs. Charlotte Kaler, Leland street.
Woman's Missionary Association
Kenneth D. Nosworthy of Boston
of the First Baptist^Church will
was
a guest for the holiday and
hold an all-day picnic Wednesday
week-end
of his uncle, Oscar S
as guest of Mrs Alice Karl at her
Duncan,
Main
street.
cottage. Megunticook Lake. Every
one will take box lunch and trans
The Silver Link Social of Miriam
portation will be provided. All
Rebekah Circle meet s with Mrs.
members will leave church at 10 30.
Luke S. Davis, 30 State street, Wed
nesday.
Beginners’ Department of the
First Baptist church will have a
Dr. and Mrs. Fiank L. Magune
rehearsal Thursday after school of Worcester, Mass., were holiday
for tiie Children’s Day concert.
week-end' guests of Mrs. Rcbert
B. Magune.
Mrs. C. E Rcllins and daughter
Mrs. James Merrill of Fwoburg
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K McFar
spent the weekend at tlieir cottage land of New Bedford, Mass , were
at Holiday Beach
callers Sunday at the home of
Mrs. McFarland's uncle and aunt.
Earl E McAuliffe has returned to Mr. and Mrs. George E. Lewis,
New York, after spending tiie week- Knox street
end witli his mother, Mrs. Charles |
E. McAuliffe.
Mrs. Mary Coughlin Carrillo, for
merly of this city was elected last
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s week to the Executive Committee
second floor, 16 School street. Odd Of yle New York City Association
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur ' of Teachers of English, as represenCoats and Cloth Coats, at moderate I tative of the borough of Manhattan.
Prices<
®*tl Mrs. Carrillo’s activities with the
j association has also included the
editorship of an important section
of a recently published book by the
well-known firm of Noble and
Ncble, entitled Modern Techniques
! for Improving School English. Mrs.
. Carrillo has presented a copy of this
volume to the local library.
•

Cove,

if trucks are
ng domestic
farmers for
of supplies
Ace of busihe country.

passed the
of his daughison in Rock-

hs, Mrs. GusUd Stone and
[ittended the
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Kool-Aid.

Hi

Wood.

Bottled

lei if

NATURALISTIC
OIL

SPECIAL $4.00

h.

Pa<Je Seven
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Rev. and M.s. J. Charles Mac
Donald are feeling pretty lonely
and their heme is all too quiet be
cause of the less of their two husky
grandchildren, who have been with
them for some weeks. Dad and
Mother came all the way from New
Jersey and tock their chidren home
again after Mtother Emily had fully
recovered from a recent hospital
treatment. Rev. and Mrs Richard
Gray are now happily at home
with their full quota of family.

Friends of Mrs. Alice G. Hicks
will be happy to learn from latest
word, that she is gaining every day
and looking forward to home in
not too distant time. She is with
her sister, Mrs. Louis Shaw, in
East Orange until her return to
Rockland.

Mrs. Lena M. Delano goes to
morrow fcr two weeks visit with
relatives in Boston and New Bed
ford, M^ss.
Mrs. Donald Karl will entertain
members of the Browne Club and
their husbands at a covered dish
supper Friday night at her Megunticock Lake cottage.

The Junior Womens Club held
its first outing cf the season last
night with a picnic at Sagamore
Paik. Mrs. Jane Hall. Miss Vivian
Mullen and Miss Mildred Sweeney
were in charge, and one of the chief
attractions was an auction sale
At an informal business meeting
it was voted that Miss Sweeney and
Miss Elsie Burbank attend the
State Federation of Women’s Clubs
June 17-19 in Northeast Haitocr.

Mrs. Strong’s Pupils

MARRIED IN PORTLAND

This And That

Heard In a Meritorious
Recital, With Lottie
McLaughlin Assisting

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Morton Receive Golden
Wedding Felicitations

Artist
The home of Mrs. Maybelle Pratt
Strong was the scene Thursday
evening of a charming musicale.
The excellent program was pre
sented by M«. Strong's piano
pupils, and the assisting artist was
Miss Lctte McLaughlin, who in
her gracious manner sang ' two
groups. Mrs. Fa th Berry was
Mss McLaughlin’s accompanist.
The program:

By K. 8. P

One-third of what is left of Den
mark's population owns bicycles
and they can ride them, tco.
•

\f r

r

Permanent

$3.00

-V

* I

‘I
52&54-Ttf
Keg. $10.00

b

Supreme
Oil Wave

375
31!

MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, PHONE 142

~.......... ■■■■■■

.................. /

Guards March.
G'reabbog
S bra Perry and E ic Lund n
The Harp.
Echoes of Vienna.
Sylvia Ohristofferson
March—CollegeSongs,
Keiser
Old Mill Wheel.
Schytte
Eric Lundin
DoV's Dream,
Osten
Waltz,
D'Albert
Sabra Perry
On the Green.
The Band ls Playing Dixie.
Elaine Chrlstofferson
Ecsta-y.
Runnel
The B:t*emes« of love.
Rogers
Miss Lotte McLauchlin
Little Musketeeia.
Lewis Brcwn
Two Duets.
Godowsky
Theodore Strong. Jr.
Spinning Song.
Ellmenreleh
Simple Aveu.
Thome
Barbara Lufkin
Dearth of a Hero,
Tsrhalkowski
Blue Danube.
Strauss
Eric Lundin
Ave Marla.
Schubert
Miss M'Laugh'in
Watchman's Song.
Grieg
Annie Laurie.
Sabra Perry
Pur Elise.
Beethoven
Waltz ln E Flat.
Durand
Barbara Lufkin

Mr. and Mrs. Dudley C. Good
win and children of Port Wash
ington, L. I., N. Y„ were week
end guests cf Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Trott.
Mrs. Addie Walker, Mis. Mary
Kalloch and Mr. and Mrs Walter
Fleshce of Short Beach, Conn. were
in the city Saturday .enroute to
the White Mountains.

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey went

Tel.
802

rocki.akd

this morning to Boston for a week

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

M-C-R's MIGHTIKT
TECHNICOLOR OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE UNIX
NORTHWEST PASSAGE"!
The true, thrilling saga oi
Billy The Kid . . . of fixshooters and stampedes
love and revenge!

Today, Wed.-Thurs.
TWO BIG THRILL HITS!

IT’S WEIRD...WILD

AND A

Wow!
W*

• ■ • H1I
it.

>rs

LOOK Magazine & Travelers Safety Service

Two Hollywood stars who were
rather jealous of each other’s prow
ess, usually exchanged neds only
when they met, but one day one
said to the other, “Hew goes it with
you?”
“Pretty good,” replied the ether.
“I am still keeping on keeping cn.’
The first actor said, “Oh, but
whats’ your motive?”
• • • •
Are trailer camps to become as
popular in Maine Summers as they
are in Florida in Winter? This is
a real business tliat needs excellent
government in every one, just as
each town and hamlet needs direc
tors to keep order.

Yes, la£>y, we know you were

SECOND CHILLER!

'S DANGER HIDDEN IN

GENE

H0WAR0 • LOCKHART • CHANEY,
S croon Ploy by tone Fowler
ky OAVID MILLER • PrrJvctJ fcr IRVING

nn
ENDS TODAY
‘A WOMAN’S FACE,” with JOAN CRAWFORD

FLITS
ROBT. BENCHLEY in “FORGOTTEN MAN”

well brought up. You say “Please”
and “Thank you” and use the
right fork ana write the nicest
hrcadan^'bhtter letters. But when
it cones to yout. conduct while
driving, you most definitely could
learn manners from a truck driver.
Truck drivers are good drivers.
They keep, on their side of the
road, they don’t go at fantastic
speeds, they practice that funda
mental rule of democracy and good
breeding: Give the other fellow a
break.
Which is more than can be said
for manv of our nicest ladies and
gentlemen. A strange transforma

tion takes place when thev sit be
hind a steering wheel. Thev ignore
the comfort of friends riding with
them. Thev disdain tire rights of
people on foot. Thev veil boorishly
at drivers who displease .them.
* Manv who wouldn't touch a
nickel that belonged to someone
else flaunt all law and order when
behind a steering wheel,’ with the
callousness of experienced criminals.
The serious part
this curious
behavior is that bad manners make
bad driving, and bad driving makes
accidents and death.
So mend sour manners and be
come a good citizen even when
driving. It may save your life.

of

CARE TODAY if HERE TOMORROW
-IE£ PATRICK • REGIS TOOME1

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Morton
bserved tlieir 50th wedding anni
versary Saturday, and held a re
ception in the afternoon at their
home, 26 Franklin street. Tulips,
lilacs, daffodils and snapdragons
were used as decorations.
Many cards, gifts and bouquets
were received by the honored
couple, cne of which was a basket
rilled with white daffodils and
golden yellow tulips, with a ribbon
tied into a huge bow and marked
'50th anniversary.”
Light refreshments were served.
In charge of arrangements were
Mrs. Morton's sister. Mis H. C.
Voorhees of Medford, Mass, and
Mrs. Leroy F. Chase
Mr. Morton, who retired 10 years
ago, was a well knewn building con
struction foreman, and worked 30
years ago for W. H. Glover Co. He
then went to Villa-Nova, Penn.,
where he was employed 10 years,
returning to this city at the end of
that time to once again work at
Glover's. Since his retirement he
has superintended several Jobs,
among them the remodeling of the
block which ks occupied by E B.
Crockett store.
Mr. and Mrs. Morton were mar
ried in this city, and have made
many fripnds, all of whom wish
them many more anniversaries.
Mi's. Morton, a native of Rockland,
was formerly Annie Temple.

LEVENSELER-MALBURG
Miss Rose Virginia Malburg,
daughter of Mrs. Olive Malburg,
became the bride Sunday of Albert
LeRoy Levenseler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Levenseler. The cere
mony took place at I o’clock in the
Universalist Church, Dr. John Smith
Lowe reading tlie double ring serv
ice.
t t t t
The bride wore a dress of dusty
"Tis said they use regular printers' rose with matching accessories and
ink for making finger prints. That her corsage was of carnations and
ts not news. Go Into any newspa lilics-of-the-valley.
Her attend
per office and you can find them ant was Miss Gilberta Mair, her
aplenty, nothing expert either.
dress of turqueise blue having white
t t t t
Accessories, and a corsage of talis
“Montpelier” is all dressed up for man roses. Raymond Jordan was
Summer guests, washed and dressed best man
and dusted. That fine mansion is
Following the ceremony, the
an excellent example of good young couple left on short honey
housekeeping to all who enter Every moon trip of unannounced destina
year mere Knox treasures are re tion. The bride’s traveling costume
turning to their places and more was an attractive cocoanut brown
are apt to come as the months pass suit and brown accessories. Their
Every Knox item belongs there.
newly built home on Mountain road
t t t t
will be ready for occupancy in the
“I tell you what, Jim. My horse near future.
knows as much as I do.”
Mrs. Levenseler graduated from
“Well, don’t tell anyone about fi Rockland High School in 1937, and
You might like to sell him some has been employed until recently at
day.”
H. H. Crie and Co. The bridegroom
t t t t
graduated from Rockland High
Well, well! Now comes word School in 1936 and attended Bryfrom Tokyo that gasoline is being int & Stratton Business Collrge ln
manufactured from sardines. What Boston. He is associated with his
next? What wifi they call it— father in the contracting and bui dgasedine or garodine or gasosar- mg business.
dine? It should have a name.
• t t t
MRS. BENJAMIN WATTS
M s. Alice (Cates) widow of Ben
Soilless gardening is the onr
thing that should apneal to th13, iamin Watts, died May 10 in Rock
dust storm country, but it also is land. Mrs. Watts, daughter of Mr.
studied and tried out with success and Mrs. Robert Cates, was born
by other sections. This art i March 12. 1866 in. Cutler, but had
called Hydroponics, if you did not pent most of 'her life in Warren,
already knew. Of course this idea where she was well-known and had
may seem a bit like heresy to those many friends. She was married in
who love the soil and land results 1893 to Mx Watts in Warren, and
but results have been far to im was a charter member of Ivy Chap
pressive to be ignored. Books can ter O ES., a member of the Conbe purchased to give full data on tregatlonal Church and Kings
Daughters Circle.
this subject.
• • • •
Survivors are a daughter, Mrs.
Here is a fine suggestion. 8omf L. E. McRae of Rockland, a son
countries are distributing their sur Sills R. Watts of Wollaston, Mass.,
plus acple crops to school children i sister Mrs. Fannie Brcwn of
An apple a day, you remembci Thomaston, three brothers, James
what that will do.
Cates and Frank Cates, both of
• t t t
Rcckland and John Cates of War
Way back in the days of the ren, and a grandson, Lincoln E Mc
Roman Stadium in the first cen Rae, Jr., of Rcckland.
tury B C. soft drinks made frorr
Funeral services were held in the
the root juieps of mixed plant Warren Congregational thurch,
were sold. Witn this extracted with Rev. H. F. French eff icia ting,
juice there was added lemon and 'nterment was in Fairview Ceme
seguer and was highly favered, es tery.
pecially by women.
t t t t
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greene
All farmers should be able to
pent the week-end in Portland,
have their soil analyzed and be with their daughter, Mrs. Warren
told by experts what is needed lor Hamilton
best results. Time will bring tills
• • • •
People who live in Washington.
What kind of a ride or walk
D.
C„ drive downtown when it
would you call this Rudolph Hese
rains
to see the magnificent Mellon
business and what can they do
Art
Gallery
because the stene of
with him? He would not stand
which
it
is
built
turns a beautiful
long if he came to trial in this
shell
pink
color
when
wet.
country, or would he?
t

with BRIAN DONLEVY

t •

• t t •

Millard W. Hart and bride
Mrs Jeannette Johnson of Vinal
The First Baptist Church in ers were Alger Flood and Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Charles haven was the guest Memorial Day
of Framingham, Mass., spent of her cousin, Mbs Anna E. Cough Portland was the scene of a pretty MdLewin of Portland. A recep
wedding Saturday afternoon, when tion was held in the church vestry
Memorial Day week-end in this lin.
Miss Milded L. Durcst, daughter following the' ceremony.
city and in China.
Mr. Hart attended Rcckland
Elmer Lufkin and George Huntley of Mrs. Alice B. Durcst of Portland,
William Glover of Fore River of Dexter Training School spent became the bride of Millard W. schools and Bowdoin College, and
Shipyard Quincy, Mass., spent the the week-end at their respective Hart, son cf Mrs. Ella Hart of this is employed at the local Post
weekend with his parents, Mr. and homes.
city. Rev. A. W. Geary read the Office. Mrs. Hart attended PortMrs. William A. Glover.
single ring service.
II land schools, and has been em
Mrs. George W. Smith is hos
The bride hadi as her maid of ployed in the effice of Northwest
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of tess to her Contract Club today at honor. Miss Dorothy Levenseler of ern Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Bangor are spending a week in the her home on Summer street.
They will res de at 81 North
Tunbridge. Vt.. and Kenneth Hoop
city
er of this city was best man. Ush Main street.
Miss Mar an Ginn has as guest
Mr. and Mrs. William Rhodes of for the week Miss Louise (Bottum
ALLAIKE-IIENDERSON
Springfield, Mass., were weekend of Northampton, Mass.
SOUTH WARREN
Miss
Gwendolyn
M.
Henderson
of
Mrs. Lula Libby lias returned
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A
from
a visit at hcr former home in
Miss
Nettie
Clark,
who
has
been
Barre,
Vt.,
and
Arthur
Allaire
of
Rose.
Auburn.
in Braintree, Mass., has returned this city were united in* marriage
George W. Hall and sister, Miss for the Summer, and is at 7 Ma
Miss Belle Barrett a student at
yesterday, at St. Bernard's Church
Cora Hall, are occupying their Me- sonic street.
Presque
Lsle Normal spent the
Rev. Fr. John Cummings officiat
gunticock Lake cottage.
holiday
at
her home here.
ing. Tl^ey were attended by Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson of
and Mrs. Lawrence Dandeneau
Mr. and Mis. Eaton Simmons of
Lynn,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. J
The
bride
wore
a
pink
suit
and
Lynn, Mass, were week-end guests
School re-epened Monday morn had a corsage of white roses and W. Linekin ar.d daughter Inez ol
of Mr. Simmons’ mother. Mrs. C. F. ing after a four days' vacation.
yellow marguerites. Mrs. Dande Worcester called cn friends here
Simmons, Talbot avenue.
Those spending the vacation at neau was dressed in blue, and had a while spending the week-end with
their hemes were: Doris Boyd, corsage of talisman roses and lilies- relatives in Thomaston
Miss Nancy Leach entertained
Miss Kathryn Maxey entertained
Saturday afternoon at the home Boothbay Harbor; Pliyliis McCurdy, cf-the-valley.
Liberty; Burnell Mank, Waldo
A wedding breakfast followed the Friday night at a party at her home
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Don
boro.
ceremony, at Witham's lobster Those present were Vi ginia Moody
ald Leach, celebrating her eighth
• • • •
pound, the young couple then leav Jeannette Overlook. -Christine Jones
birthday anniversary. Guests weie
Gregg official shorthand awards
Jeannine Leach, Caroline Senter, at Ballard Business School fcr the ing on a week’s honeymoon Jour Catherine Wren and Bertiia Ander
Jacquel ne Sncw, Card Stratton, month cf May wcm: 120-word pins, ney to New York. On return they son. Games were played and re
freshments served.
Carolyn Snow, Card Kent. Bar Doris Boyd. Boothbay Harbor; Kel will reside in this city.
Mrs. Allaire is the daughter of
Good Will Grange Sewing Circle
bara Daniels and Greta Lundin. sey Cushman, Friendship. 100-word
Unable to attend were Frederick certificate, Phyllis McCurdy, Lib Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Henderson will meet Wednesday at the home
Carey, Janet Stone and Mildred erty. 80-word certificate, Alsy Hcm- cf Barre, and Mr. Allaire is the of Mrs. Isa Teague.
Sherman. A luncheon was served, enway, Rockland. 60-wcrd certifi son cf Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Allaire
of Washington, Vt.
Kenneth MJorgan of Bridgeport
a birthday cake as the feature cate, Douglas Mills, Rockland.
Conn,
is spending a week at the
attraction. Games were played,
• • • •
Charles
Dorgan
returned
Sunday
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry,
with Greta Lundin winning the
Miss Winnifred Dimick has been
to
West
Warwick,
R
I.,
after
spend

Cedar
street.
prize in the candy kiss hunt. M ss engaged) as stenographer In the
ing' the holiday week-end with his
I Senter received many lovely gifts. office ofi Dr. Harold Jameson.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. J|. Dorgan. Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

t

What is believed to be the largest
cache of Jade ever found ln the
Americas has been uncovered in
Mexico by an expedition of the
Smithsonian Institution and tlie Na
tional Geographic Society. This
cache includes some objects the use
of which the explorers did not
know. And the age of these objects
have not yet been solved.
• • • •
The blue skyways
Are blossoming
With fleecy clcuds,
Then ’tis night.
The silver moon
At dark brings gleam
When planes can ride
Her brilliant beam.
Then tis day.
K. S. F.

Ballard School

$7.00 Deluxe
Oil

Their Fiftieth

•

t

t

And gardeners, speaking of
asters, have you tried the “Aster
Frikartii?” It is hardy and gives
a longer flowering season and an
other point is that they will do
well in sandy hot soil. Aster
Frikartii is actually a group name
for several hybrids from the same
mating. Ask for Wonder of Staffs
aster Frikartii.
• t

t t

"What creams have you for re
storing the complexion?’’ asked
the seared old spinster.
'Restoring, Miss? You certainly
must mean preserving,” Mid the
clever salesman. And he sold a $10
order at once.

THE
NEW

CAMDEN
_
______

Three Shows Daily: 2, 7, 9 P. M.

Tues., Wed.. Thurs., June 3, 4, 5
"ZIEGFELD GIRL”
James Stewart, Judy Garland
Hedy Lamarr, Tony Martin
“MAGIC PENCIL”
Coming On Stage Saturday
rt Merrithew
Bangor Daily News Writer
and Four Musical Men

Your Choice of Shows
In ( boko Surroundings

Page Eight

A LongFlight
Mrs. F. B. Balano Tells Of
Visit To Native Home
In Minnesota
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Airplane travel has improved
much in the past decade. Imagine
the thrill of being in a 21-passenger
Douglas NC-3, with a 97-foot wing

spread and two enormous air
cooled motors. The whirr of the
motors is softly pedaled—the stewrrdess in her natty uniform fastens
your safety belt—you rise impercept.bly and on an even keel and the
suburbs cf New York city gallop
away underneath.
The Alleghany Mountains look
like wooded green thimbles, dotted
by tiny ponds. The stewardess says
you are flying at about 3590 to 4033
feet, which must be accurate as the
slim careworn pilot later assures
vou that the altimeter registers
8X0 feet above sea level.
Landing at BufTalo one's ears
ring, but the stewardess, with cot
ton for said ears and induced
sneezing, and copious quantities of
chewing gum. helps to prevent any
such discomfort ln the following
landings. Buffalo airport is being
much enlarged—new hangars and
runways. Everywhere, at each air
port, are large numbers of small
training planes, such as our son
Japer learned to tty while at Bates
College.
The landing of a plane is quite
different nowadays. Instead of hit
ting the ground at enormous speed
und racing about the runway for
several minutes, the motors seem
to idle down in the descent, and
the wheels' contact with the pave
ment is barely discernible.
As the flight continues, Niagara
Falls looks inches high—a truly toy
waterfall. The route is along the
north shore of Lake Erie. On one
fide the Canadian farms, lakes and
wooded hills, and on the other the
dusky blue water of Lake Erie. The
St. Clair river Is full of "lakers,"
ora and wheat and coal coming and
going from Sault Ste Marie, which
still claims to be the largest ship
ping center ln the world in point of
tonnage passing through.
The only disadvantage of air
travel is the long distance all ports
rrp frem the residential section of
the city. But in Detroit—with the
mcking River Rouge plants away
to the southward—the suburb ol
: mall bungalow s has grown and
i p ead almost completely around
the airport, but has not encroached
upon the long runways of the air
port.
The American side cf tiie boun
dary around Detroit shows the
same development and prosperity
that I noticed a decade ago—while
the Canadian side Is undeveloped,
less pro porous and appear neg
lected.
Chicago has an enormously busy
airport. We changed planes there
for the northwest and in the one
and one-half hours wait, wre count
ed huge planes coming in and tak
ing off for the /West Coast, Texas,
Florida, etc.
We wondered—and it was not all
wishful thinking, after seeing all
this activity and observing the large
number of planes—if perhaps Cel.
Lindbergh has not underestimated
our American capacity to produce
fighting planes,, when once we in
this country get woke up and really
started.
A head wind. 12 miles an hour,
had reduced our flying speed from
IftG miles an hour to about 175 miles
an hour.

The northeastern plane, same size
and make, flew along the shore of
Lake Michigan to Milwaukee and
that lake seemed just as rough and
stormy as always. There were stops
at Rochester and Madison and our
final destination, Minneapolis. It
is good to see my native State of
Minnesota, with its huge, prosperous
farms and rolling prairie hills, with
the large number of tractors and
four or five horse teams working in
the fields, and the many herds of
fine cows.
Minneapolis has lost its lumber
yards; there are no more trees to
cut, and about half the flour mills
have been moved to Buffalo. I was
told the reason for this was that

water transportation down the lakes
ii cheaper than railway—and of
course. Buffalo is nearer the soft
coal region. But the twin qities
l av? many small factories and ar?

The Egg Problem

They’re Learning The Ropes

A. Warren Hayseed Solves
A. Jay See’s Problem—
Or Did He?

Manbato reminds one of Lewis

ton. Me. The college is about as
large as Bates It is on the beau
tiful Minnesota River and does
much in dairy and creamer^ fac-

Cows At North-End

Words From England Lakewood Theatre

Mr. Philbrick Recalls Days

Tell of Terrifying Experi
ences, Shortened Diet, But
Wonderful Morale

When Milk Was Six
Cents a Quart

Editor of The Courier-Oazette
Letters from England to Mrs.
Warren, May 31.
The Memory Man referred to a
George T. Stewart of Willow street
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mir. Larrabee. I think it was John
I am sorry that I could not relieve are so full of high courage and
Larrabee who lived in that locaiit-.
Mr See's anxiety in the next issue. character we are happy to be able
50 or 60 years ago. He usually ke->
Owing to the holiday I did not re to give to The Courier-Gazette
two or more cows and sub-leased
ceive the Thursday issue until Sat readers.
pasture from John Jones, pastu:urday noon. I had just impaled So many letters are lost through
cows for $10 a season
three “dogs" on a stick before the enemy action. We are all organized
I remember quite a few of t.:, -•
fire and was lolling about when the —fire brigade, police specials, local
who
had cows around the No:
rural carrier arrived with your val defense, volunteers Red Cross and
End at that time—Nehemiah Wi
uable paper.
ambulances, militia guards. So are
mouth. Justus Richardson, N Fm
You know how it is when Tiie we nervous? No! Thumbs up. And
Courier-Gazette appears on the let Jerry come, he will be in for a
Thomas, Jackson Weeks, Rob t
scene. We drop everything and Just' lively time if he does. The nervous
Thcmas, B. B. Bean, William T ,
devour it. So I left my dogs' strain is still remote; we are hard
kons, Alando Knowles, Moses Con
sizzling in their own Juices and ened, and besides Hitler, the swine,
ary. William Thurstcn. Chai les
reached for the paper. As luck is only a common burglar.
Perry. Jchn Ripley, Fred Yuun
Barbara Robbins
would have it, I opened it up back
David
Smith, William Smith, Di
I think the war will be finished
side up and iMr. See’s S.O.S. caught by Christmas and Germany ruined.
Brewster, Joseph Lane. Philip
As the second offering of Lakemy eye. All thoughts of lunch for This letter was written in August,
Lane Alanzo Merrill, George St :? >
woods 41st consecutive season, the
gotten I started at once to round 1940).
William Kelsey, Charles Fales i ,
Lakewood Players will present, be
up the motley array of figures in We have a whist and other game
Orpheus Fales.
my head and cut out this informa party at the Y.W.CA. often and Ii ginning Monday night. June 9,
Mr. Fales kept quite a u-^e !t-:j
S. N. Behrman's Broadway ccenedy
tion for my fellow man.
—20 or more and had a milk route
am responsible for the games.
success “No Time For Comedy."
The boys sold the eggs for 24
A little boy writing his required Barbara Robbins, who Joins the His property was where tiie Knox
cents a dozen, and the melons and weekly letter home ended ibwith this, j
County Golf Club is now lo ati-l
pails for 72 cents each. First boy "I could write a lot more but it may i Lakewood Players for the first time Milk was six cents a quart; tmu it
had ten dozen eggs in his bag. Sec be of military importance to th8 comes from New York where she is 12. It was a common sight to >ee
has appeared in such plays as
ond boy had one dozen eggs, two enemy, so I will close."
“
Overture'’ opposite Colin Clive 10 or more cows going up Camden
melons and one pail (14 articles
street each morning to pasture
We
serve
tea,
when
possible,
to
Members of the Rockland Fire Defense Unit learning the use of salvage blankets under the direction of
and Pat O’Brien, "Dangerous Cor
,
altogether).
Third
boy
had
four
Boys used to drive them for 2>
guards to ease up the tension for ner" with Colin Keith Johnson and
Captain .lames Gray and Chief Van Russell. This group meets once a week and puts in the greater part of
•
dozen
eggs
and
one
melon,
also
onej
cents
a week. Charlie Merritt drov
tiie evening in training in the use of fire equipment that it may act as a supporting unit in time of national
them. Don’t believe all you get on Jean Dixon, and "The Ghost of
emergency. In the background are George Brackett, Donald Leach, Chief Van Russell, Lendcn C. Jackson. pail <49 articles together). Fourth' the wireless about England. We are
one for me port of an season in
In the foreground are Everett Blethen and Francis Orn« rolling a salvage blanket while Captain Gray directs boy had seven dozen eggs, one mel getting on well with food stocks; Yankee Doodle" with Ethel Barry 1887 'Those were the good old day
operations.
—Photo by Cullen.
on, no pail (85 articles together). true we get only two ounces of butter. more.
“No Time For Comedy" tells the —when people made their own but
Each received $2 40 for his goods.
a week. I take our butter and beat story of a young plaj“w;ight who ter, raj.ed their pork, made tiie:!
Mexico. We did this in hopes that
I am glad to be able to pass this it with equal parts of margarine,
on; h>‘hri, worked 10 hettrs a c.i\
the airport at Tapachula would j knowledge along but it leaves me then add one gill of boiled and comes from a small mid-western kept iheir feet on th- giouad, went
pick off the message and be on the with a little problem of my own. cooled milk, a bit of salt and beat town to New Ycrk City with a to bed early and behaved them
When I attended the University of and beat, and it's jolly good. We Broadway comedy hit in his pocket. selves.
lookout for us.
Prom that time on we had no Hard Knocks I did not major in get little meat. Shopping is a fine His play is produced with one of
E H n.Ub:.<k
Broadway's favorite stars and is
radio contacts with anyone and we transportation and I cannot figure art.
Rockland. May 29.
| an amazing success. He marries
arrived at Tapachula, Mexico un out how the second boy got his goods
The warning siren wails for one
announced.
We found only a to market. The first boy had a minute. The all-clear signal lasts the star and is skyrocketed to tiie
CUSHING
watchman at the airport. He at cinch, just one bag of eggs. The4 two minutes. Thousands do not headlines before he lias become ac
Mr. and Mrs. Geotge Avery and
once called tiie Airport manager tliird boy also was on easy street, undress. Tiie guns are barking. We customed to the life of a popular
Sixth Installment
Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Avery spent
playwright.
From
tiie
attempts
of
who came out in a car with the pail of eggs in one hand, melon can hear the throbbing motors near
Friday
at the Avery home, letmn“
another
woman"
who
decides
that
that the mechanic of our ship had
Editor of The Courier-GazettP:
customs men in order to have all under the other arm.
er and nearer and it’s all “Chancev
ing
that
rrlght to Bath.
he
is
wasting
his
talent
and
de

Tiie fourth boy also had eggs in When the bombs drop the house
We dropped a message stating cleared for the next morning. When
Thp weather was getting worse
termines
to
reform
him,
arise
both
Mr.
and
Mrs. Asa Curtis and
and due to\the heavy electrical that we would report their he arrived he told us he was noti one hand and a melon under the with the earth shivers and shakes. the complications and the humor daughter Abbie, Lester Carr and
fied we were on our way but did other arm. But the second boy, did It did last night at 1.25 a. m., and
storms it was impossible to ma:;e position and send aid as soon as
ous situations.
Miss Doris Mane of Bath motored
1
possible. It looked to me as though not expect us until next morning. he take a melon under each arm the sky was red, with few clouds.
Matinee Saturday. June 14.
Friday to Willa:dham. calling cn
contact with either Vera Cruz or
After getting all papers in order and the pail of eggs in his teeth,
It's more difficult to combat the
it would take about two days for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
Tuxpan. We decided to turn back anybody to reach them. When we for the next mornings departure or did he cut a short sapling, impale night raiders; the ruses are more Dr. and Mrs. Allyn Peabody of
to Tuxpan. We again sent out a ra arrived at Vera Cruz we found that w-e started for the city of Tapachula a melon on each end of it, then skillful. I marvel at the courage w-e first went down but with 14
dio blind stating what we were go they had already started a rescue to spend the night. Again we were swing it across his shoulder and, of both young and old. Don’t worry; of us it soon was comfortably Thomaston spent Friday at Camp
warm.
Planes in battle right Mecca
ing to do.
party out on foot from the nearest in a filthy town. The airport with the eggs in the other hand, just help us with your hcpe and
Frost Thursday damaged gardens
above
us.
The morale of the peo
We arrived back to Tuxpan about point and that a plane had started manager dropped us off at what trudge along to market?
prayers. It takes long weeks to'
in
this town and in East Friend
ple
generally
Is
a
tower
of
5.30. The airport had heard us from Mexico City to drep food and they called a hotel. We engaged a
A. Warren Hayseed
get letters. We get nightly air raids
strength
to
all.
ship.
W
giving our position but had heard water to the stranded plane. This room and a sloppy Indian led us up
P. S. Those “dogs" were done —sometimes mass attacks and it
nothing of the other plane. We goes to show that it does pay some and around a balcony that I ex to a turn when I got this problem kept up hour after hour. Drone of
stayed at the airport until late that times to turn back and not try and pected to collapse on every step. worked out. Could Mr. See send bombers, AA gunfire (very heavy)
night to get news from the other show up the other fellow.
At last we came to the room we me a whole pail full of problems and a rain of bombs incendiary and
plane Neither Vera Cruz, Tampico
We had our plane filled with were to stay in. It had six beds, so I can have something to time explosive. We who were fortunate
Puebla or Mexico City had heard gasoline and oil and started for one small window and a door. A myself with when I toast “dogs” to escape the worst of course
anything from him. So we gave Villa Hermosa. We seemed to be dirty pail of water and an old tin in the future.
A. W. H.
couldn’t sleep. We need all pos
up for the night and went into the following the storm as we again ran basin, four boxes for chairs. We at
sible help in the shortest time to
town of Tuxpan. I have been in into it when about an hour out of once went down stairs to see if running in and out the doors, flies shorten this war. Yet the end
some dirty towns, cities and villages Vera Cruz. We tried to get over they had anything better. After so thick that you thought it was doesn’t seem near. The birds in the
but this was the dirtiest of all. We and around the storm but had no an hour’s hunt we found the swarm of bees. We ate black bread parks light on our hats or shoulders
checked in at the hotel if you can luck. I tried following the coast manager in a beer Joint. He in and drank black coffee, and the ancl take food from our hands and
call it that. They did not serve line but it was too bad as the moun formed us that the room was the coffee was not La Touraine.
as they wing past so free, so glori
any meals here so we had to start tains come right down to the shore. best in the house and to be sur°
That night we walked aiound, ate ous to watch.
hunting for a place to eat. Walk So we figured out our gas and de and not fasten the door as
some bananas and peanuts at the
If you’ve declared war against some of those odds-andWe have an air-raid shelter dug
ing along the street turned your cided to cut across Mexico to the hotel was full and that if any more same time trying to find some in the garden and the siren took
ends that are cluttering: up your home, it’s time to do
stomach. After looking over the Pacific Ocean. Prom where we people came that he would have to American canned goods. We did us away from dinner. Two en
something about it. A Courier-Gazette Want Ad will
places we decided on one and went thought we were it was about 150 put them in with us in the other find one store that had some trances and exits at diagonal
fight the battle for you—and win! It gets results fast and
in, against our stomachs. We sat miles to the Golfo de Tehauntepec beds. This did not sound so good canned goods put up in Argentine. corners. The floor is cemented;
very cheaply!
down at the bare table which had on the Pacific side of Mexico.
to me so I bought out the rest of The cans consisted of string beans ra.ilway sleepers and corrugated
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
at leat one half inch of grease that
Both Vera Cruz and Villa Her the beds and at last thought we and tomatoes. So we had black cof roofing with earth above that.
had been accumulating for years. mosa radios were busy sending were all set.
fee and black bread and string Benches along the sides, ccol when
We talked over in English what messages about the lost plane so
The hotel did not serve food. We beans and tomatoes for breakfast.
we would eat as the owner only we could not make any contact started out to find a place to eat.
William H. Wincapaw.
talked Spanish. We found out that with them to let them know that We at last found ourselves in a
(To be continued)
he had fresh eggs and black bread, we had changed our route. So we “New York Restaurant,” so it said
and believe it or not, Coca-Cola. sent it out blind that we were not on the outside. Inside there were
A coon's age is an indefinite
So for supper and breakfast we going to Villa Hermosa, but were four tables with every class of length of t me, such as the number
had eggs, black bread and Coca- going to try and make Tapachula Mexican known. One or two In of years a raccoon may be expected
—OF—
cola. I should have hated to see the last airport of clearance out of dians sitting on the floor, dirty kids to live.
that frying pan.
<4
We arrived at the Tuxpan Air
port early and found the whole
crew of the Compania Mexicana de
Aviacion there still trying to locate
■ rtthe whereabouts of their plane.
These Latin people are very ex
citable and everybody seemed to
be running around in circles. We
got our plane ready and told them
jSC.
that we would hunt for the lost
plane on our way to Vera Cruz.
is a Bigger Car—a Finer Car—yet
When we were about an hour out
of Tuxpan we received a radio mes
>*fl|
sage stating that the plane had
been found, and would we fly to
the spot of the crash and see if we
could land, if not to circle the spot
PONTIAC PRICES
and radio what we could see. We
BEGIN AT
located the plane after a hunt and
to the
found it in the swampy land. The
plane seemed to be all right and we
I
_________
could count the 12 passengers and
crew. They were miles from no
“BOSTON’’
where, so we threw out what boxes
of cakes and old sandwiches we
“Steamboat Lore’’ will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
had left in our plane from the daybefore. and two boxes of cigarettes
-MS
the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot. See the old

ADVENTURES IN THE ANDES

Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw Flies High To
Take Patient To a Strange Airport
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ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
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STEAMBOAT. LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT”

.Jl

its price is close

lowest!
--------------- ►

&

.'till large wholesale and distributing

centers for the Northern States, as
well as being hospital, shopping and
educational centers.
There is still a thrill—after these
many years In walking about my old
State University campus—on the
banks of the Mississippi River—in
meeting a former professor (Yale
has not taken all of our best facultymembers—yet) and in going through
the new buildings, Coffman Me
morial fills a large need—a place for
Students to foregather, and as the
enrollment is about 14.000, in all
departments, good use is made of
the beautiful building.

Every-Other-Oay
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steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men

tories. Continental Can is erecting
a large factory to serve the vege
table growers.

FOR THE 01 LUXE "TORPEDO” SIX BUSIMCSS COUPE

The famous Land

O' Lakes turkeys are squabbling
bunches of feathers now, but how
fast they do grow!
The D.A.R. Chapter here has
marked the spot, on the river bluff,
where Col. LeSeur in 1700 camped
and loaded a bateau with blue
clay for France in a desperate at
tempt to locate copper mines. The
Sioux Indians had plenty of copper
but would not divulge its source to
the Frenchmen.
It is good to revisit my native
State—but the best of the journey
will be the getting home.
Mrs. F. B. Balano.
80 Congingham Ave.,
Staten Island, N. Y., City.

A CCNCRAL MOTORS MASTSRPISCB

Delivered at Pontiac, Mick State 4ax, optional
equipment and accestoriet extra. Prket
and specificatiofis subject te
change without nation
S

who ran them.
“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries

through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Oolden Age of the
“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development__ and continues down the

sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
It is the story of “Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi
tional pictures and stories.
You probably know that the new
Pontiac is bigger and finer than the
so-called ’’low-priced” cars. But do
you realize that Pontiac prices are

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

only a little more than the lowest?
It’s a fact—and therefore true that
if you can afford any new car you
can afford a Pontiac ’’Torpedo”!

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.
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